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best management practice
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Fed. Reg.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
The Chehalis River Basin Flood Control Zone District (Applicant) is proposing the Chehalis River Basin
Flood Damage Reduction Project (proposed project). The Applicant proposes to construct a flood
retention facility with a temporary reservoir near the town of Pe Ell, Lewis County, Washington. Airport
Levee Improvements would also be constructed around the Chehalis-Centralia Airport in the city of
Chehalis, Lewis County, Washington.
The purpose of this discipline report is to describe the affected environment and potential impacts of
the National Environmental Policy Act Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) alternatives on wetlands,
other waters, and their associated buffers in the upper Chehalis River Basin.
The alternatives considered include the following:

•

No Action Alternative: This represents the conditions anticipated without the proposed project
over the course of the analysis period from 2025 through 2080.

•

Alternative 1 (Proposed Project): Flood Retention Expandable (FRE) Facility and Airport Levee
Improvements. Alternative 1 is the Applicant’s proposed project and includes the FRE facility
and Airport Levee Improvements. The FRE facility would include a foundation that allows for
the future expansion of the flood retention structure to increase the storage capacity of the
temporary reservoir.

•

Alternative 2: Flood Retention Only (FRO) Facility and Airport Levee Improvements.
Alternative 2 would be the same as Alternative 1, except that the flood retention facility would
be built on a smaller foundation. The Alternative 2 facility, called the Flood Retention Only
(FRO) facility, would not allow for potential future expansion of flood storage capacity.

For Alternatives 1 and 2, the direct and indirect impacts from construction and operation of the
proposed flood retention facilities and Airport Levee Improvements were considered. The expected
duration of the impacts (temporary versus permanent) were also determined. If permitted, the
Applicant expects flood retention facility construction would begin in 2025 and operations in 2030, and
the Airport Levee Improvements construction would occur over a 1-year period between 2025 and
2030. The EIS analyzes probable impacts from the Proposed Action and alternatives for construction
during from 2025 to 2030 and for operations from 2030 to 2080.
For the purposes of analyzing the potential impacts of the alternatives, this report considered the
effects in the context of three floods: a major flood, a catastrophic flood, and a back-to-back flood.
Although a “major” flood is defined as one that would happen on average once every 7 years, the
10-year flood was used as a substitute for the 7-year flood during the analysis because their modeled
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inundation areas are similar. The 10-year is also a more commonly modeled flood. For the purposes of
this report, a major flood is represented by the 10-year flood, and a “catastrophic” flood is represented
by a 100-year flood. A “back-to-back” flood is where a major flood is followed by a catastrophic flood in
the following year.

Summary of Impacts
Table ES-1 summarizes the construction and operations impacts for Alternative 1 compared to the No
Action Alternative. The construction-related impacts of Alternative 2 would be similar to Alternative 1
but would result in lower impacts because of the reduced size of the flood retention facility and reduced
construction duration. The operational impacts are expected to be the same for both alternatives.

Flood Retention Facility Project Area
Direct construction impacts under Alternative 1 would include a medium loss of wetlands, other waters,
and their associated functions and values, primarily from excavation and placement of fill material to
construct the FRE facility and its associated features. Such impacts would be permanent. Flow diversion
during construction would also be required both within the Chehalis River and Mahaffey Creek and
would result in temporary impacts on those waters. High disturbance and degradation of the functions
and values of wetlands and other waters in the temporary reservoir footprint would also occur from
large-scale tree removal. Although the affected wetlands would continue to exist in the reservoir
footprint, the changes in vegetation communities and their associated functions and values would be
permanent.
Construction of the FRE facility would also result in low impacts on wetlands and other waters from such
processes as erosion and sedimentation, accidental chemical releases, changes in surface water flow
patterns, and the introduction and spread of invasive species. Most of those potential impacts are
related to stormwater runoff from construction staging and spoil placement areas. Such runoff could
carry sediments and other materials into wetlands or other waters that occur adjacent to or downslope
from those areas. The potential for such impacts to occur could be reduced by the implementation and
maintenance of standard erosion control best management practices (BMPs) for construction. Use of
such BMPs would likely be required by the federal, state, and local permits that would need to be issued
for the project. Operation of the FRE facility would result in medium indirect impacts on wetlands, other
waters, and their associated buffers both upstream and downstream of the FRE facility. Upstream
wetlands and other waters would primarily be affected by periodic prolonged inundation when the
FRE facility is retaining water. Downstream wetlands and others would primarily be affected by
reductions in flood inundation depth and extent that would result from FRE facility floodwater retention
during major and catastrophic floods.

Airport Levee Improvements Project Area
The Airport Levee Improvements project would result in a medium loss of wetland area and associated
functions and values. Such impacts would result from widening the existing levee base to accommodate
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the Airport Levee Improvements proposed under Alternative 1. No impacts on other waters would
occur as part of the Airport Levee Improvements project.
Other construction-related impacts on wetlands at the Airport Levee Improvements project area from
stormwater runoff and construction equipment usage would be similar to those of the FRE facility
project area. As with the FRE facility, implementation of standard construction BMPs for erosion
control, equipment usage, and site management would result in a low impact on wetlands or other
waters at the Airport Levee Improvements project area.
Operation activities on the Airport Levee Improvements project site would be limited to routine levee
maintenance and regular levee inspections. Although vegetation in the wetland buffer would be
temporarily affected by such maintenance activities as mowing and weed control, no impact on
wetlands are expected to occur.

Chehalis River 100-Year Floodplain
Operation of the FRE facility has the potential to impact wetlands, other waters, and buffers in the
Chehalis River 100-year floodplain area. Operation of the FRE facility would reduce flooding in the
Chehalis River 100-year floodplain during a major or greater flood. Reduced flooding in this area would
also reduce flooding of some wetlands and other waters. Operation would only prevent overbank
flooding during a major flood or greater, which would occur approximately every 7 years. Overbank
flooding would continue during less than major floods. Wetlands and waters close to the Chehalis River
would continue to be regularly flooded by smaller, more frequent floods. Operation of the FRE facility
would change flooding in wetlands and other waters in the outer portion of the floodplain that are
currently affected by major or greater floods. Because wetlands typically need water for 2 weeks of the
growing season, wetlands in these areas are not reliant on overbank flooding. Because the FRE facility
would retain water during events that would flood those areas, the extent and depth of flooding in
those wetlands and other waters would be less than under the No Action Alternative. These impacts
would be low.
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Table ES-1
Potential Impacts on Wetlands and Other Waters and Their Associated Buffers
ALTERNATIVE 1 (PROPOSED PROJECT): FLOOD RETENTION EXPANDABLE (FRE) FACILITY AND AIRPORT LEVEE IMPROVEMENTS
RESOURCE AREA
CONSTRUCTION
OPERATIONS
Wetlands
FRE Facility
Upstream of the FRE Facility (RM 108 to RM 114)
• Medium permanent loss of 0.05 acre of Category II wetlands and
1.18 acres of Category III wetlands and their associated functions
and values from excavation, grading, and fill placement to construct
the FRE facility
• High permanent disturbance of the vegetation, soils, and hydrology
in 1.03 acres of Category II wetlands and 3.17 acres of Category III
wetlands from the removal of trees and other vegetation in the
temporary reservoir area
• Low degradation of wetland area and functions from erosion and
sedimentation, accidental releases, changes in surface water flow
patterns, and invasive species colonization

Airport Levee Improvements

• Medium disturbance of wetland vegetation, soils, and hydrology in
1.03 acres of Category II wetlands and 3.17 acres of Category III
wetlands from periodic prolonged inundation when the FRE facility is
retaining water.

Downstream of the FRE Facility
• Medium reduction in the frequency, extent, and depth of overbank
flood inundation in downstream floodplain wetlands
• Low reduction in the occurrence of flood-induced disturbance in
223 to 373 acres of downstream floodplain wetlands from major
floods
• Low reduction in the occurrence of flood-induced disturbance in
344 to 532 acres of downstream floodplain wetlands from
catastrophic floods

Airport Levee Improvements

• Medium permanent loss of 4.45 acres of Category II wetland and
0.09 acre of Category III wetlands and their associated functions
and values from excavation and fill placement to allow levee base
widening

• None

• Potential for low degradation of wetland area and functions from
erosion and sedimentation, accidental releases, changes in surface
water flow patterns, and the potential introduction and spread of
invasive species
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ALTERNATIVE 1 (PROPOSED PROJECT): FLOOD RETENTION EXPANDABLE (FRE) FACILITY AND AIRPORT LEVEE IMPROVEMENTS
RESOURCE AREA
CONSTRUCTION
OPERATIONS
Other Waters
FRE Facility
Upstream of the FRE Facility (RM 108 to RM 114)
• Low temporary disturbance of 0.61 acre of the Chehalis River
channel from the placement of fill material to construct temporary
cofferdams and instream staging areas
• Low permanent disturbance of 0.36 acre of the Chehalis River
Channel to construct the diversion tunnel inlet and outlet
• Medium permanent conversion of 2.1 acres of natural river channel
into a concrete-lined conveyance via excavation, grading, and
placement of rock, gravel, roller compacted concrete, and other
materials

• Medium disturbance of up to 94.09 acres of rivers and streams from
periodic prolonged inundation when the FRE facility is retaining water

Downstream of the FRE Facility
• Low loss of flood-induced disturbance in other waters downstream
from the FRE facility

• Low permanent loss of 0.03 acre of unnamed intermittent streams
and drainages from the placement of excavation spoils
• Low permanent loss of 0.11 acre of unnamed intermittent streams
and drainages in the temporary reservoir area from the
construction of haul roads
• Low permanent loss of 0.6 acre of intermittent streams and
drainages outside the temporary reservoir area from the
construction of haul and access roads
• Low temporary removal of flow from a 714-foot-long, 2.16-acre
area of the Chehalis River channel from dewatering to facilitate
instream construction
• Low temporary diversion of flow in Mahaffey Creek from its current
discharge point along the Chehalis River
• High permanent disturbance to 94.09 acres of the Chehalis River
channel and other intermittent streams by the removal of trees and
other vegetation from adjacent riparian and floodplain areas in the
temporary reservoir
• Low degradation of waters from erosion and sedimentation,
accidental releases, changes in surface water flow patterns, and the
potential introduction and spread of invasive species

Airport Levee Improvements

Airport Levee Improvements

• None

Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project
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ALTERNATIVE 1 (PROPOSED PROJECT): FLOOD RETENTION EXPANDABLE (FRE) FACILITY AND AIRPORT LEVEE IMPROVEMENTS
RESOURCE AREA
CONSTRUCTION
OPERATIONS
Wetland and
FRE Facility
FRE Facility
Stream Buffers
• Medium permanent loss of approximately 11.12 acres of existing
• Medium disturbance of 340.45 acres of wetland and stream buffers in
wetland and stream buffer from excavation, grading, and fill
placement to construct the FRE facility
• High permanent disturbance of 340.44 acres of wetland and stream
buffers from the removal of trees and other vegetation in the
temporary reservoir area

the lowermost inundation zones from periodic prolonged inundation
when the FRE facility is retaining water
• Low disturbance of 146.59 acres of wetland and stream buffers in the
uppermost inundation zones from periodic prolonged inundation
when the FRE facility is retaining water

• Low degradation of wetland buffers from erosion and
sedimentation, accidental releases, and the potential introduction
and spread of invasive species

• Low loss of flood-induced disturbance in wetland and stream buffers
downstream from the FRE facility

Airport Levee Improvements

Airport Levee Improvements

• Medium permanent disturbance of 16.61 acres of wetland buffers
from levee base widening

• Low disturbance of wetland buffers by regular levee maintenance
activities

• Low degradation of wetland and stream buffers from erosion and
sedimentation, accidental releases, and the potential introduction
and spread of invasive species
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Chehalis River Basin Flood Control Zone District (Applicant) is proposing to construct the Chehalis
River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project (proposed project) in Lewis County, Washington
(Figure 1-1). Project construction would require a Department of the Army (DA) Permit (proposed
action) under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA). On January 31, 2018, the Seattle District of the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) determined that the proposed action had the potential to result in
significant impacts on the environment, requiring the preparation of an environmental impact
statement (EIS) to meet the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
The purpose of this discipline report is to describe the existing conditions and potential impacts of the
NEPA EIS alternatives on wetlands and other waters resources in the upper Chehalis River Basin. Other
waters include non-wetland waters such as rivers, streams, lakes, and ponds. Potential impacts of the
NEPA EIS alternatives on the hydraulic and hydrological characteristics of floodplains, groundwater, and
water use and rights are addressed in the discipline report for water quantity and quality (Corps 2020a).
This report provides the following information on expected project impacts on wetlands and other
waters to support the NEPA EIS:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Permanent loss of wetlands and wetland buffers
Temporary loss of wetlands and wetland buffers
Estimated loss or conversion of wetland habitats by acres, type, and category
Changes to wetland habitats and functions (changes in vegetation composition, changes in
hydrology)
Regulatory requirements for wetlands
Permanent loss of other waters and their buffers
Temporary loss of other waters and their buffers
Calculated estimated loss or conversion of other waters by acres, type, and category
Regulatory requirements for other waters

Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project
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Figure 1-1
Project Vicinity Map
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2 PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES
Three alternatives are evaluated in this report: two action alternatives and a No Action Alternative.
Additional details about these alternatives are documented in a memorandum on NEPA EIS alternatives
(Anchor QEA 2019a). The alternatives include the following:

•

No Action Alternative: This represents the conditions anticipated without the proposed flood
retention facility or Airport Levee Improvements over the course of the analysis period from
2025 through 2080.

•

Alternative 1 (Proposed Project): Flood Retention Expandable (FRE) Facility and Airport Levee
Improvements. Alternative 1 is the Applicant’s proposed project and includes the FRE facility
and Airport Levee Improvements. The FRE facility would include a foundation that allows for
the future expansion of the flood retention structure to increase the storage capacity of the
temporary reservoir.

•

Alternative 2: Flood Retention Only (FRO) Facility and Airport Levee Improvements.
Alternative 2 would be the same as Alternative 1 except that the flood retention facility would
be built on a smaller foundation. The Alternative 2 facility, called the Flood Retention Only
(FRO) facility, would not allow for potential future expansion of flood storage capacity.

Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project
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3 REGULATORY CONTEXT AND
DEFINITIONS
3.1

Regulatory Context

Table 3-1 presents the regulations, statutes, and guidance applicable to wetlands and other waters.
Table 3-1
Regulations, Statutes, and Guidelines
REGULATION, STATUTE, OR GUIDELINE
FEDERAL
Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 (33 USC 403)

Clean Water Act (33 USC 1251 et seq.)

Executive Order 11990, Protection of
Wetlands

Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project

DESCRIPTION
Authorizes the Corps to protect commerce in navigable streams
and waterways of the United States by regulating various
activities in such waters. Section 10 of the Act specifically
regulates construction, excavation, or deposition of materials
into, over, or under navigable waters, or any work that would
affect the course, location, conditions or capacity of those
waters.
The CWA establishes the basic structure for EPA to regulate
discharges of pollutants into the waters of the United States and
regulates water quality standards for surface waters.
Section 303 addresses the development of water quality
standards and implementation plans for interstate waters by
individual states; Section 303(d) includes requirement for states
to identify and list waters where current water pollution control
regulations and controls alone cannot meet the water quality
standards set for those waters. Section 401 requires Water
Quality Certification from the state for activities requiring a
federal permit or license to discharge pollutants into a water of
the United States. Certification attests the state has reasonable
assurance the proposed activity will meet state water quality
standards. Section 402 establishes the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System program, under which certain
discharges of pollutants into waters of the United States are
regulated. Section 404 regulates the discharge of dredged or fill
material into waters of the United States, including jurisdictional
wetlands.
Overall wetlands policy applicable to all agencies managing
federal lands, sponsoring federal projects, or providing federal
funds to state or local projects. Does not apply to the issuance
by federal agencies of permits, licenses, or allocations to private
parties for activities involving wetlands on non-federal property.
Requires affected federal agencies to follow avoidance,
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REGULATION, STATUTE, OR GUIDELINE

STATE
Washington State Water Code (RCW 90.03)

Washington State Hydraulic Code
(RCW 77.55; WAC 220-660)

Washington State Water Pollution Control
Law (RCW 90.48)

Water Resources Act of 1971 (RCW 90.54)

Washington State Growth Management Act
(RCW 36.70A)

Shoreline Management Act (RCW 90.58)

Water Quality Standard for Surface Waters
of the State of Washington (WAC 173-201A)
Washington State Executive Order 89-10,
Protection of Wetlands

Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project

DESCRIPTION
mitigation, and preservation procedures and to obtain public
input before proposing new construction in wetlands.
Consistency with the overall wetlands policy contained in
Executive Order 11990 is achieved through CWA Section 404
compliance requirements and the Corps’ preparation of the
404(b)(1) evaluation.
Establishes water policy for the state of Washington, which is
administered by Ecology. This regulation addresses projects
that require a water right or require a legal authorization to use
a predefined quantity of public water for a designated purpose
that qualifies as a beneficial use. This regulation also addresses
construction and safety of dams and permitting of reservoirs
that will impound 10 acre-feet or more of water.
Regulates projects that use, divert, obstruct, or change the
natural flow or bed of any water of the state of Washington.
Requires entities who are planning such projects to obtain a
Hydraulic Project Approval (HPA) from WDFW. As part of the
HPA review process, WDFW considers the project’s potential
effects on riparian and shoreline/bank vegetation in issuance
and conditions of the permit, including for the installation of
piers, docks, pilings, and bank armoring and crossings of streams
and rivers (including culverts).
Grants Ecology the jurisdiction to control and prevent the
pollution of streams, lakes, rivers, ponds, inland waters, salt
waters, water courses, and other surface and groundwater in
the state.
Sets forth fundamental policies for the state to ensure that
waters of the state are protected and fully utilized for the
greatest benefit.
Defines a variety of critical areas, which are designated and
regulated at the local level under city and county critical areas
ordinances. These critical areas may include shorelines or
portions of fish habitat.
Regulates and manages the use, environmental protection, and
public access of the state’s shorelines. The Shoreline
Management Act was passed by the Washington State
Legislature in 1971 and adopted in 1972. Ecology is the agency
responsible for enforcing the Shoreline Management Act.
Establishes water quality standards for surface waters in the
state of Washington. Ecology is the responsible agency.
Adopts a statewide goal of no overall net loss in acreage and
function of Washington’s remaining wetlands base. Directs
Ecology to provide guidance to other state agencies in the
preparation of action plants to lessen the destruction, loss, or
degradation of wetlands and to preserve and enhance their
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REGULATION, STATUTE, OR GUIDELINE

LOCAL
Lewis County Shoreline Permit and Shoreline
Master Program

Lewis County Critical Areas Ordinance,
Article IV(A), Wetlands
(LCC 17.35A.580 to 1735A.640)

Lewis County Critical Areas Ordinance,
Article IV(B), Aquatic Habitat
(LCC 17.35A.650 to 17.35A.700)

City of Chehalis Shoreline Permit and
Shoreline Master Program
City of Chehalis Critical Areas Ordinance
(Ordinance 849-B, Section 4, CMC 17.21-23)

Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project

DESCRIPTION
natural and beneficial values. Directs state agencies, in the
pursuit of their agency mandates, to consider the benefits
provided by wetlands and to avoid any activities that would
adversely affect wetlands and to adequately mitigation when
wetland impacts are unavoidable.
The Lewis County Shoreline Permit is issued in compliance with
the Lewis County Shoreline Master Program. It covers all work
in areas designated as Shorelines of the State and in areas that
occurs landward within 200 feet of the ordinary high water mark
of such areas, floodways, and all wetlands and river deltas
associated with streams and lakes subject to the Shoreline
Management Act.
Provides development standards and requirements for projects
that occur in wetlands. Assigns upland buffers to wetlands
based on categories determined by the Washington State
Wetland Rating System for Western Washington. Describes
allowed uses and includes development impact thresholds and
mitigation requirements for wetlands and their associated
buffers.
Provides development standards and requirements for project
that occur in waters and riparian habitats. Assigned upland
buffers to river and streams based on their WDNR stream type.
Describes allowed uses and includes development impact
thresholds and mitigation requirements for wetlands and their
associated buffers. LCC 17.35A.685(3) provides standards for
instream structures, including dams other than those regulated
exclusively by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. Such
structures shall be permitted only when multiple public benefits
are provided and ecological impacts are fully mitigated, and
instream structures on shorelines of the state shall be regulated
in accordance with the Lewis County Shoreline Master Program.
The City of Chehalis Shoreline Permit is issued in compliance
with the Lewis County Shoreline Master Program, which the City
has adopted as part of the Lewis County Coalition.
Provides development standards and requirements for projects
that occur in critical areas including wetlands. Assigns upland
buffers to wetlands based on categories determined by the
Washington State Wetland Rating System for Western
Washington. Describes allowed uses and includes development
impact thresholds and mitigation requirements for wetlands and
their associated buffers.
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3.2

Resource Definitions

Definitions of the flood types considered in this report are provided in Section 3.2.1. Definitions for the
resources addressed in this report including wetlands and other waters and their official federal, state,
and local regulatory definitions are provided in Section 3.2.2.

3.2.1

Flood Types

For the purposes of analyzing the potential impacts of the alternatives over time, this report considers
the effects in the context of three floods: a major flood, a catastrophic flood, and a back-to-back flood
where a major flood is followed by a catastrophic flood in the following year. Table 3-2 defines
Chehalis River flows associated with the floods considered in this report. Although a “major” flood is
defined as the 7-year recurrence interval flood, the 10-year flood was used as a substitute for the 7-year
flood during the analysis because their modeled inundation areas are similar. The 10-year is also a more
commonly modeled flood. For the purposes of this report, a major flood is represented by the 10-year
flood and a catastrophic flood is represented by a 100-year flood. A back-to-back flood is where a major
flood is followed by a catastrophic flood in the following year.
Table 3-2
Definition of Chehalis River Floods
FLOOD
Major

FLOOD OCCURRENCE INTERVAL
7-year

Catastrophic

100-year

PEAK FLOW MEASUREMENT
38,800 cubic feet per second at Grand
Mound
75,100 cubic feet per second at Grand
Mound

Source: Anchor QEA 2017a

3.2.2

Wetlands

Wetlands are often transition zones between terrestrial and aquatic systems that can occur in stream
and river channels, on floodplains, in low-lying areas and depressions, around the edges of ponds and
lakes, on slopes, and in estuaries and coastal areas (Ecology 2017). Additional definitions are included in
the following sections. Wetlands provide a number of important physical, chemical, and biological
processes that are important to ecosystems including floodwater storage, groundwater recharge,
sediment and contaminant removal, bank and shoreline stabilization, and fish and wildlife habitat. Such
processes are known as wetland functions. Many of these functions provide services that are
considered beneficial or valuable to society. Examples include flood damage reduction, groundwater
supply replenishment, water quality improvement, shoreline erosion protection, and outdoor recreation
opportunities. Those types of services are known as wetland values.
Wetlands are regulated by federal, state, and local agencies that have specific regulatory-based
definitions for what constitutes a wetland. Such definitions also determine how certain wetlands are
regulated based on their type, condition, and the functions and values that they provide.

Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project
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3.2.2.1

Federal

Wetlands are a subset of waters of the United States. Waters of the United States are defined under the
CWA to include traditional navigable waters; interstate waters, including interstate wetlands; the
territorial seas; impoundments of traditional navigable waters, interstate waters, including interstate
wetlands, the territorial seas, and their tributaries; tributaries of traditional navigable waters, interstate
waters, or the territorial seas; and adjacent waters, including adjacent wetlands (80 Federal Register
[Fed. Reg.] 37053). Waters of the United States, including wetlands, are regulated under the CWA,
which is administered by the Corps and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in the state of
Washington.
The federal definition of wetlands, per 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 328.3(c)(4), is as follows:
Wetlands are defined as those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground water
at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances do
support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions.
Wetlands generally include swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas.
For an area to be considered a wetland under that definition, it must typically exhibit three diagnostic
indicators: prevalent hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soils, and wetland hydrology (Corps 1987).

3.2.2.2

State of Washington

The state of Washington defines wetlands under the Growth Management Act (GMA; Revised Code of
Washington [RCW] 36.70A.030[23]). The state’s definition is nearly identical to the federal definition,
and not reiterated here, but includes the following description of areas that are not considered to be
wetlands:
Wetlands do not include those artificial wetlands intentionally created from non-wetland sites,
including, but not limited to, irrigation and drainage ditches, grass-lined swales, canals,
detention facilities, wastewater treatment facilities, farm ponds, and landscape amenities, or
those wetlands created after July 1, 1990, that were unintentionally created as a result of the
construction of a road, street, or highway. Wetlands may include those artificial wetlands
intentionally created from non-wetland areas created to mitigate conversion of wetlands.
Subsection 5 of RCW 36.70A.030 also states that wetlands are to be considered “critical areas” whose
protection is essential to preserving the natural environment and public health and safety in the state.
Under the GMA, cities and counties are required to implement policies and regulations to identify,
designate, and protect critical areas within their jurisdictions. Minimum guidelines for the designation
of wetlands as critical areas are provided in Washington Administrative Code (WAC) 365-190.
Subsection 3 of that section includes the requirement for counties and cities to develop and implement
a wetland rating system that evaluates wetland functions and values; degree of sensitivity to
disturbance; rarity; the degree to which a wetland contributes to functions and values of a larger
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ecosystem; and the ability to replace the functions and values of the wetland with compensatory
mitigation (WAC 365-190-090[3]).
In Washington, wetlands are also regulated under various state programs, including the Washington
Department of Ecology (Ecology) under the Shoreline Management Act.

3.2.2.3

Lewis County

In Lewis County, Washington, wetlands are defined under Lewis County Code (LCC) 17.10.230. The
definition used by Lewis County is identical to the state’s definition.
Lewis County regulates wetlands under Article III of their Critical Area Ordinance (LCC 17.38.200-330).
Under that ordinance, wetlands are required to be rated using Ecology’s Washington State Wetland
Rating System – Western Washington: 2014 Update (Washington State Wetland Rating System;
Hruby 2014). That system is used to differentiate wetlands based on their sensitivity to disturbance,
significance in the watershed, rarity, ability to be replaced, and the beneficial functions they provide to
society. The rating system analyzes three major functions (water quality improvement, hydrologic
functions, and wildlife habitat) as well as the presence of special characteristics specific to certain
wetland types. Ratings are based on a point system, where points are given based on a wetlands ability
to meet specific criteria related to the wetland’s potential and the opportunity to provide certain
benefits.
Wetland ratings are used to classify wetlands into one of the four following categories (Hruby 2014;
LCC 17.38.230):

•

Category I wetlands (23 or more points) represent a unique or rare wetland type, are more
sensitive to disturbance, or are relatively undisturbed and contain ecological attributes that are
impossible to replace within a human lifetime.

•

Category II wetlands (20 to 22 points) are difficult, though not impossible, to replace, and
provide high levels of some functions.

•

Category III wetlands (16 to 19 points) have moderate levels of functions. They have been
disturbed in some ways and are often less diverse or more isolated from other natural resources
in the landscape than Category II wetlands.

•

Category IV wetlands (less than 16 points) have the lowest levels of functions and are often
heavily disturbed. Often able to be replaced or in some cases, improved.

When considering development actions that could affect wetlands, Lewis County uses these categories,
along with the proposed use intensity level, to determine the width of upland buffers to be placed
around wetlands. Buffers can range from 25 to 300 feet in width and are designed to protect the
functions and values provided by individual wetlands (LCC 17.38.270).
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3.2.2.4

City of Chehalis

The City of Chehalis defines wetlands under Chehalis Municipal Code (CMC) 17.28.020 and uses the
state’s definition presented in Section 3.1.1.2 of this report. As with Lewis County, the City of Chehalis
regulates wetlands as Critical Areas (CMC 17.23.010–056) and requires protective buffers based on the
wetland category and wildlife habitat functions scores. Adjacent slopes can also influence buffer widths,
with steeper slopes requiring buffer extensions in certain circumstances. Currently, the CMC requires
that wetland categories be determined using the 2004 version of Washington State Wetland Rating
System for Western Washington (Hruby 2004), which is slightly different than the 2014 version
(Hruby 2014). Communication with the City of Chehalis Building and Planning Department (City of
Chehalis 2019a) confirmed that the CMC will be updated in the future to use Ecology’s 2014 wetland
rating methods instead of the 2004 rating methods. Wetland buffer width is addressed in
CMC 17.23.030. Overall, buffer width can range from 50 to 225 feet depending on the wetland
category, wildlife function score, and the steepness of adjacent slopes.

3.2.3

Other Waters

Other waters include non-wetland waterbodies such as unvegetated tidal waters, rivers, streams, lakes,
ponds, and other waters that are regulated under the CWA and state and local regulations. The
following sections provide the specific jurisdictional definitions for each of these sectors.

3.2.3.1

Federal

At the federal level, other waters include the non-wetland waterbodies identified in the 2015 Clean
Water Rule amendment, including traditional navigable waters; interstate waters; the territorial seas;
impoundments of traditional navigable waters, interstate waters, the territorial seas, and their
tributaries; and tributaries of traditional navigable waters, interstate waters, or the territorial seas
(80 Fed. Reg. 37053). Such waters are considered to be a separate group apart from wetlands for this
report.
The jurisdictional boundaries of non-tidal other waters are typically identified in the field by an ordinary
high water mark (OHWM). The OHWM is defined in 33 CFR 328.3(c)(6) as follows:
The line on the shore established by the fluctuations of water and indicated by physical
characteristics such as a clear, natural line impressed on the bank, shelving, changes in the
character of soil, destruction of terrestrial vegetation, the presence of litter and debris, or other
appropriate means that consider the characteristics of the surrounding areas.
Other waters are regulated under the CWA, which is administered by the Corps and EPA in the state of
Washington.

3.2.3.2

State of Washington

Waters considered to be other waters of the state in Washington are those non-wetland waters that
would meet the definition of waters of the state, which are defined in RCW 90.48.030 as follows:
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…"waters of the state" shall be used in this chapter, they shall be construed to include lakes,
rivers, ponds, streams, inland waters, underground waters, salt waters and all other surface
waters and watercourses within the jurisdiction of the state of Washington.
In Washington, waters of the state are regulated by multiple agencies, including Ecology, the
Washington Department of Natural Resources (WDNR), and the Washington Department of Fish and
Wildlife (WDFW). The partial administration of some state water programs is assigned to local
jurisdictions.
Under the Shoreline Management Act of 1971 (RCW 90.58), the state of Washington identifies a subset
of waters of the state as shorelines of the state. Shorelines of the state are defined in RCW 90.58.030
and include the following waters (Ecology 2019a):

•
•
•
•
•
•

All marine waters
Streams and rivers with greater than 20 cubic feet per second (cfs) mean annual flow
Lakes 20 acres or larger
Upland areas, called shorelands, that extend 200 feet landward from the edge of these waters
Biological wetlands and river deltas connected to these water bodies
Some or all of the 100-year floodplain, including all wetlands

Shorelines of the state are regulated under local shoreline master programs (SMPs), which are
administered by cities, towns, and counties with Ecology’s oversight.
Certain shorelines are also designated as Shorelines of Statewide Significance, in which statewide
interests take priority. Those areas include the following:

•
•
•
•
•

Pacific Coast, Hood Canal, and certain Puget Sound shorelines
All of Puget Sound and Strait of Juan de Fuca
Lakes or reservoirs covering at least 1,000 surface acres
Larger rivers: Those flowing 1,000 cfs or more in western Washington and 200 cfs and greater in
eastern Washington
Wetlands associated with all the above

In Washington, waters of the state that are not designated as shorelines are regulated by multiple
agencies, including Ecology, WDNR, and WDFW. The partial administration of some state water
programs is assigned to local jurisdictions.

3.2.3.3

Lewis County

Lewis County administers the Lewis County SMP with Ecology’s oversight (Lewis County 2017). The SMP
uses the state’s definition of waters of the state in the regulation of shorelines of the state that occur in
Lewis County. Shorelines of the state include the following areas:

•

Segments of streams or rivers where the mean annual flow is more than 20 cfs
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•
•

Lakes and reservoirs 20 acres and greater in area
Shorelands adjacent to these waterbodies, including all wetlands and river deltas associated
with the streams and lakes subject to the Washington Shoreline Management Act

In Lewis County, rivers, streams and lakes are regulated under both the Lewis County SMP
(Lewis County 2017) and as Fish and Wildlife Habitat Conservation Areas under Article IV of the
Critical Areas Ordinance (LCC 17.38.400), depending on their designation.
As part of the Lewis County SMP, LCC 17.38.470 requires rivers and streams to be classified in
accordance with a revised version of WDNR’s water typing system (WAC 222-16-030). This system
breaks rivers and streams out into the following types:

•

Type S Water. Includes all waters, within their bankfull width, as inventoried as shorelines of
the state under RCW 90.58 and the rules promulgated pursuant to RCW 90.58, including
periodically inundated areas of their associated wetlands.

•

Type F Water. Includes segments of natural waters other than Type S waters, as defined by the
OHWM and periodically inundated areas of their associated wetlands, except as regulated by
LCC 17.38.220, or within lakes, ponds, or impoundments having a surface area of 0.5 acre or
greater at seasonal low water and which in any case contain fish habitat, as well as riverine
ponds, wall‐based channels, and other channel features that are used by fish for off‐channel
habitat.

•

Type Np Water. Includes all segments of natural waters within defined channels that are
perennial non-fish habitat. Perennial streams are waters that do not go dry at any time during a
year of normal rainfall. However, for the purpose of water typing, Type Np waters include the
intermittent dry portions of the perennial channel below the uppermost point of perennial flow.

•

Type Ns Water. Includes all segments of natural waters within the bankfull width of the defined
channels that are not Type S, F, or Np waters. These are seasonal, non-fish habitat streams in
which surface flow is not present for at least some portion of a year of normal rainfall and are
not located downstream from any stream reach that is a Type Np water. Ns waters must be
physically connected by an aboveground channel system to Type S, F, or Np waters.

Of these types, Type S waters are regulated under the SMP. The other types are regulated under the
Critical Areas Ordinance.
Lewis County uses these stream types to determine allowable uses in and around these waters and to
determine the protective buffer width. Buffer widths are typically required to be 75 feet wide for
Type Ns and Np waters, and 100 feet to 150 feet wide for Type F waters depending on channel width
(LCC 17.38.420). For Type S waters, buffer width is established in Table 4-1 of the SMP and can vary
from 0 to 200 feet wide depending on the type and intensity of the proposed use.
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3.2.3.4

City of Chehalis

The City of Chehalis has adopted the Lewis County SMP with revisions specifically applicable to the City
(Resolution No. 19-81). The SMP is included in 17 CMC, Appendix R. Stream typing is addressed in
similar manner to that used by Lewis County with the exception that Type F waters are broken out into
two subgroups based on their channel widths.
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4 INFORMATION SOURCES
This section lists and briefly describe the information sources used to characterize the existing
conditions of the study area and to support the impact analysis. These sources include field visits,
existing resource mapping, wetland-related studies, and modeling.

4.1

Wetlands

This section lists the information sources used to define the existing conditions and perform the impact
analysis for wetlands.
For the flood retention facility, temporary reservoir, and Airport Levee Improvements project sites,
Anchor QEA wetland scientists formally delineated wetlands and other waters during a series of field
visits in 2017, 2018, and 2019. During those studies, all identified wetlands and other waters were
characterized, mapped, and quantified. The results of those studies were summarized in the following
reports, which were used for the impact analysis:

•

Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project: Wetland, Water, and OHWM Delineation
Report (Anchor QEA 2018)

•

Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Proposed Project: Chehalis-Centralia Airport Levee
Wetland Delineation Report (Anchor QEA 2019b)

For portions of the study area not covered by those delineations, wetlands were described and
quantified using the following resources:

•

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Wetlands Mapper for National Wetlands Inventory (NWI)
(USFWS 2019)

•

Ecology 2011 Modeled Wetland Inventory (Ecology 2011)

The resources listed above were used to describe the location, type, area, characteristics, functions and
values, and Washington state rating (if available) of existing wetlands. They were also used as the basis
for the determination of direct impacts on wetlands from the proposed project alternatives.
The following additional resources were used to identify and describe the potential indirect impacts of
the proposed alternatives on wetlands:

•

Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project: Downstream Floodplain Wetland Analysis
(Anchor QEA 2019c)

•

Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Proposed Project: Cottonwood Habitat Study
(Meadow Run and Anchor QEA 2019)

•

Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Proposed Project: Draft Potential Groundwater
Level Effects Analysis (Anchor QEA 2019d)
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4.2

Other Waters

This section lists the information sources used to define the existing conditions and perform the impact
analysis for other waters, including rivers, streams, lakes, and ponds.
Other waters located in the project area were described and quantified using the following resources:

•

Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project: Wetland, Water, and OHWM Delineation
Report (Anchor QEA 2018)

•

Washington Department of Natural Resources Forest Practices Application Mapping Tool stream
type layers (WDNR 2019)

For portions of the project area not covered by these reports, other waters were described and
quantified using the following resources:

•
•

USFWS NWI (USFWS 2019)
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) National Hydrography Dataset (USGS 2019a)

The resources listed above were used to describe the location, type, length, and/or area of existing
other waters outside the delineated portions of the study area. They were also used as the basis for the
determination of direct impacts on wetlands from the proposed project alternatives.
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5 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
5.1

Study Area

The study area for wetland and other waters includes all areas potentially affected by construction and
operation of the alternatives. The study area was divided into the following three distinct project areas
based on the methods in which wetlands and other waters were identified and mapped (Figure 5.1-1):

•
•
•

5.1.1

The flood retention facility project area
The Airport Levee Improvements project area
The Chehalis River 100-year floodplain

Flood Retention Facility Project Area

The flood retention facility project area extends from river mile (RM) 114 of the Chehalis River, the
upstream end of the largest extent of the temporary reservoir, to approximately RM 108, the proposed
location of the flood retention facility (Figure 5.1-2). It includes the site of the flood retention facility,
the full extent of the temporary reservoir associated with each alternative, and all areas that would be
affected by construction, including the diversion tunnel site, construction staging and storage areas,
excavation and grading areas, quarries, improved access roads, and spoil placement sites. A 100-foot
buffer around those areas was also included to capture wetlands and other waters that either extend
outside of the site or that are located along the edges of the site.

5.1.2

Airport Levee Improvements Project Area

The Airport Levee Improvements project area includes the limits of the proposed Airport Levee
Improvements (Figure 5.1-3). That area includes the area occupied by the existing levee and the portion
of NW Louisiana Avenue that would be raised to meet the airport levee height along the southern extent
of the airport.

5.1.3

Chehalis River 100-Year Floodplain

The Chehalis River 100-year floodplain portion of the study area includes the portions of the 100-year
floodplain of the mainstem Chehalis River that would experience a reduction in flood elevation as a
result of the proposed action. That portion of the study area extends from the proposed flood retention
facility location at RM 108 downstream to RM 33 near Porter (Figure 5.1-1). Porter is approximately
42 miles downstream from the city of Chehalis (RM 75). The Chehalis River 100-year floodplain does not
include the Airport Levee Improvements project area, which is addressed separately in Section 5.1.2.
The proposed action would result in changes in flooding downstream of RM 33. The changes in flooding
would diminish at that point and would have a negligible effect on terrestrial species and habitats. This
is because of the influence of tributaries, tides, and a channel constriction in the floodplain at that
location. As such, the section of Chehalis River floodplain downstream of RM 33 to the river’s mouth at
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Grays Harbor was not included in the study area. The downstream project area does not include any
areas proposed for construction.
Figure 5.1-1
Study Area
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Figure 5.1-2
Study Area: Flood Retention Facility Project Area
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Figure 5.1-3
Study Area: Airport Levee Improvements Project Area
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5.2

Study Area Background

This section describes existing conditions present in the study area and includes general background
information and context about each section of the study area and the settings in which wetlands and
other waters occur.

5.2.1

Flood Retention Facility Project Area

The flood retention facility project area is located in the upper Chehalis Basin in Lewis County,
Washington, approximately 1 mile south of the town of Pe Ell (Figures 5.1-1 and 5.1-2). It consists of an
approximately 1,700-acre area located between RM 108 and RM 114 along the mainstem Chehalis River
that includes eight drainage sub-basins in the upper Chehalis watershed (Water Resource Inventory
Area [WRIA] 23; Ecology 2019b).
The flood retention facility project area is situated in the Volcanics subregion of the Coast Range
ecoregion (Peter et al. 2019). This subregion varies in elevation from 1,000 to 4,000 feet with
occurrences of columnar and pillow basalt outcrops. Its mountains may have been offshore seamounts
engulfed by continental sediments about 200 million years ago. The basaltic substrate preserves
relatively stable summer streamflows that still support spring-run Chinook salmon and summer
steelhead. The area is characterized by moderate to moderately steep hills and mountains and high
gradient, cascading streams and rivers that have stable summer flow. Multiple small drainages and
streams also intersect the terrain. Most hillsides are covered with dense stands of coniferous trees with
deciduous trees occurring along drainages and in stream valleys.
Hydrologically, the majority of the flood retention facility project area is in the Headwaters Chehalis
River subwatershed (hydrologic unit code [HUC] 171001030102) and the Crim Creek subwatershed
(HUC 171001030101) of the upper Chehalis Basin (USGS 2019b). The northernmost portion of the flood
retention facility project area is in the Jones Creek-Chehalis River subwatershed (HUC 171001030103) of
the upper Chehalis Basin (USGS 2019b). Hydrologic characteristics in the project area are influenced by
direct precipitation, surface water runoff, and overbank flows from the Chehalis River and its tributaries.
The flood retention facility project area is located on privately owned, forested property that is used for
timber production and silviculture practices. The majority of the property is owned and operated by
Weyerhaeuser, with two smaller parcels owed by other landowners. The dominant features of the flood
retention facility project area include the Chehalis River and associated tributaries and multiple tracts of
even-aged stands of coniferous forest habitat of various stages of growth and density following previous
silviculture and timber practices. Development and infrastructure in the project area are limited to
bridges, culverts, and unpaved logging access roads. Logging access roads include maintained gravel
roads with current regular use and unmaintained gravel or dirt roads that have not been used for
several years or more. A raw water pipeline from Pe Ell’s water treatment plant intake on Lester Creek
also extends under the footprint of the temporary reservoir (Gray & Osborne 2015). Land use in the
surrounding vicinity of the flood retention facility project area is also dominated by forested property.
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In the location of the proposed flood retention facility, average minimum temperatures range from
32.2°F to 50.9°F and average maximum temperatures range from 45.6°F to 78.4°F (WRCC 2019a).
Average annual precipitation is approximately 53.92 inches, with the highest rainfall occurring between
November and February (WRCC 2019b).

5.2.2

Airport Levee Improvements Project Area

The Airport Levee Improvements project area is located in the City of Chehalis, Lewis County,
Washington (Figures 5.1-1 and 5.1-3). It consists of an approximately 67.54-acre area that contains
9,511 feet of existing levee that extends along the northern, southern, and western boundaries of the
airport, and an 810-foot-long segment along NW Louisiana Avenue.
The Airport Levee Improvements project area is situated in the Cowlitz/Newaukum Prairie Floodplains
subregion (Peter et al. 2019). This subregion is a transitional zone between the Puget Lowland
Ecoregion and the Willamette Valley Ecoregion. Its vegetation, soil, and climate are similar to those of
the Southern Puget Prairies and the Eastern Puget Riverine Lowlands. However, unlike those areas, it
did not experience continental glaciation. The terrain is relatively level to gently rolling and primarily
comprises floodplains and terraces. Meandering streams and oxbow lakes are commonly present.
Hydrologically, the majority of the Airport Levee Improvements project area is in the Dillenbaugh CreekChehalis River subwatershed (HUC 171001030402) of the upper Chehalis Basin (USGS 2019b). The
remaining upper northeastern portion of the project area is in the Salzer Creek subwatershed
(HUC 171001030401) of the upper Chehalis Basin (USGS 2019b). Hydrologic characteristics in the
project area are influenced by regional groundwater, direct precipitation, surface water runoff, and
overbank flows from the Chehalis River.
Land use in the Airport Levee Improvements project area is dominated by transportation, agricultural,
and flood control uses. Specific land uses include aircraft operations (e.g., flight operations, aircraft
storage, maintenance, fueling), landscape maintenance (e.g., mowing), and agricultural practices
(e.g., plowing, planting, harvesting). Adjacent land uses include agricultural, commercial, and
recreational uses. Infrastructure present in the project area consists of airport facilities (e.g., runway,
taxiways, hangers, navigational structures, other buildings), paved public roads, maintained flood
control levee, drainage ditches and an associated pump station, aboveground power utilities, and
belowground utilities.
In the location of the Airport Levee Improvements project area, average minimum temperatures range
from 35.3°F to 53.9°F and average maximum temperatures range from 46.1°F to 79.5°F (WRCC 2019c).
Average annual precipitation is approximately 47.10 inches, with the highest rainfall occurring between
November and January (WRCC 2019c).
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5.2.3

Chehalis River 100-Year Floodplain

The downstream Chehalis River 100-year floodplain portion of the study area is located along the
Chehalis River mainstem between RM 108 and RM 33 in the Chehalis River valley in Lewis, Thurston, and
Grays Harbor counties (Figure 5.1-1). It consists of an approximately 43,107-acre area that includes
some 75 miles of the 100-year floodplain. This area includes the downstream ends of the South Fork
Chehalis, Newaukum, Skookumchuck, and Black rivers. It also includes Stearns, Dillenbaugh, Salzer,
Lincoln, Independence, Garrard, Cedar, and Porter creeks (Ecology 2017).
Portions of the Chehalis River 100-year floodplain are situated in the Willapa Hills subregion of the Coast
Range ecoregion and in the Cowlitz/Newaukum Prairie Floodplains and Southern Puget Prairies
subregions of the Puget Lowland ecoregion (Peter et al. 2019). The Willapa Hills subregion has erodible
silt and clay soils and drainage density is lower than in other parts of the Coast Range that are underlain
by sedimentary rock. The Cowlitz/Newaukum Prairie Floodplains subregion is a transitional zone
between the Puget Lowland and the Willamette Valley ecoregions. Its vegetation, soil, and climate are
similar to those of the Southern Puget Prairies and the Eastern Puget Riverine Lowlands. However,
unlike those areas, it did experience continental glaciation. The Southern Puget Prairies subregion is
comprised of nearly level to rolling glacial outwash plains and ground moraines. Well-drained soils
promote a land cover mosaic of Douglas-fir/western hemlock forests, prairies, oak woodlands, cropland,
and pastureland.
The Chehalis River valley has a wide floodplain that, both historically and currently, contains numerous
wetlands, natural and human-created ponds, and other off-channel aquatic habitats. Hydrologically, the
Chehalis River 100-year floodplain extends across six watersheds of the upper Chehalis Basin (WRIA 23)
including the Skookumchuck River (HUC 1710010303), South Fork Chehalis River-Chehalis River
(HUC 1710010301), Independence Creek-Chehalis River (HUC 1710010304), Black River-Chehalis River
(HUC 1710010305], Newaukum River [HUC 1710010302], and Cloquallam Creek-Chehalis River
[HUC 1710010404) (USGS 2019b). Hydrologic characteristics in the project area are influenced by
regional groundwater, direct precipitation, surface water runoff, and overbank flows from the
Chehalis River and its tributaries.
The land in the Chehalis River 100-year floodplain is used for a variety of purposes, including forestry;
agriculture; recreation; commercial, industrial, and institutional development; and rural and urban
residential uses. Infrastructure and development present include multiple paved and unpaved roads,
bridges, culverts, railroad lines, buildings, and other structures. Utilities present include multiple power
line crossings and belowground pipelines.
In the location of the Chehalis River 100-year floodplain, average minimum temperatures range from
33.2°F to 50.9°F and average maximum temperatures range from 45.6°F to 78.4°F (WRCC 2019a).
Average annual precipitation is approximately 55.51 inches, with the highest rainfall occurring between
November and January, and average annual snowfall is approximately 6.5 inches (WRCC 2019a).
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5.3

Resource Identification Methods

The following sections describe how wetlands and other waters were identified and mapped within the
study area. For both the flood retention facility and Airport Levee Improvements project areas,
wetlands and other waters were formally delineated in the field. For the Chehalis River 100-year
floodplain, identification of wetlands and other waters was accomplished using existing data, including
the NWI (USFWS 2019), 2011 Modeled Wetland Inventory (Ecology 2011), and National Hydrography
(USGS 2019a) datasets.

5.3.1

Flood Retention Facility and Airport Levee Improvements Project Areas

Delineations of wetlands and other waters were conducted for the flood retention facility and Airport
Levee Improvements project areas by Anchor QEA wetland scientists and stream ecologists
(Anchor QEA 2018, 2019b). Field work for the flood retention facility was conducted between March
and June 2017 and in June 2018. Field work for the Airport Levee Improvements project area was
performed in June 2017 and March 2019.

5.3.1.1

Wetland Delineation Methods

Wetland delineations were performed using the methods defined in the Corps of Engineers Wetland
Delineation Manual (Corps 1987), the Regional Supplement to the Corps of Engineers Wetland
Delineation Manual: Western Mountains, Valleys, and Coast Region (Version 2.0) (2010 Regional
Supplement; Corps 2010), and Ecology’s Washington State Wetland Identification and Delineation
Manual (Ecology 1997).
Paired data plots were collected and recorded at each identified wetland to document both the wetland
and upland conditions used to define its boundary. Vegetation, soils, and hydrology information were
collected at each of the data plots and recorded on standard Wetland Determination Data Forms. For
plants, wetland indicator status was determined using the National Wetland Plant List: 2016 Wetland
Ratings (Lichvar et al. 2016). Soil profiles at each plot were described by their numerical color
descriptions under the Munsell Soil Color System (Munsell Color 2009). Soil profile descriptions were
compared with the hydric soil indicators provided in the 2010 Regional Supplement (Corps 2010) and
Field Indicators of Hydric Soils in the United States A Guide for Identifying and Delineating Hydric Soils,
Version 8.1, 2017 (USDA and NRCS 2018) to determine the presence of hydric soils. Wetland hydrology
was determined through the observation of one or more of the wetland hydrology indicators described
in the 2010 Regional Supplement.
Wetland boundaries were determined based on the presence or absence of the three diagnostic
wetland criteria: hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soils, and wetland hydrology. Boundaries were
established where one of the three indicator criteria were absent, either through observations of data
plots or other factors such as visual observations of changes in vegetation or topography. The locations
of wetland boundaries and data plot locations were flagged in the field and flag locations were recorded
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using mapping-grade (sub-meter) differential global positioning system (DGPS) receivers. Each wetland
was also given a unique name.
Wetlands identified in the flood retention facility and the Airport Levee Improvements project areas
were classified using two different classification methods:

•

Classification of Wetlands and Deepwater Habitats of the United States (Cowardin
classification system; Cowardin et al. 1979). The Cowardin system classifies wetlands and other
waters into five major systems (marine, estuarine, riverine, lacustrine, and palustrine) based on
shared hydrologic, geomorphic, chemical, and biological factors. Most systems are further
broken out into subsystems based on hydrologic conditions specific to each system (e.g., the
riverine system includes tidal, lower perennial, upper perennial, and intermittent subsystems).
Classes and subclasses are assigned based on the general appearance of the habitat in terms of
either the dominant type of vegetation (e.g., forested, scrub-shrub, emergent, moss-lichen,
aquatic bed) or the physiography and composition of the substrate (e.g., rock/unconsolidated
bottom, rocky/unconsolidated shore, streambed) (Cowardin et al. 1979). Additional modifiers
can also be added to describe the dominant water regime, water chemistry, soil, or condition.

•

Washington State-specific Hydrogeomorphic (HGM) Classification system provided in
Washington State Wetland Rating System – Western Washington: 2014 Update (Hruby 2014).
The HGM Classification system classifies wetlands based on their landscape position and the
way in which water moves into and through them (Brinson 1993). The HGM system uses seven
different classes based on hydrology and geomorphology: tidal, riverine, lacustrine fringe, flat,
slope, and depressional. Various subclasses or modifiers can also be added to further clarify the
wetlands characteristics (e.g., riverine impounding, riverine flow-through).

In addition to classification, identified wetlands were also assigned a rating using the Washington State
Wetland Rating System (Hruby 2014). Identified wetlands were summed by wetland types for each of
the nine major drainage basins in the flood retention facility project area. Wetlands were also summed
by their determined wetland rating.
A qualitative discussion of wetland functions and values was also provided based on observations made
in the field and the results of the wetland rating process.

5.3.1.2

Other Waters Delineation Methods

Other waters in the flood retention facility and Airport Levee Improvements project areas were
identified by reviewing existing natural resource mapping (e.g., USGS topographic maps, National
Hydrography Dataset), analyzing aerial photos, and conducting field surveys to delineate the OHWM in
the field. OHWM boundaries were delineated in accordance with Ecology’s SMA guidelines contained in
RCW 90.58 and WAC 173-22.
The OHWM delineation was completed by walking all ravines and drainages, identifying the OHWM with
flagging, and collecting OHWM data with the same types of DGPS units used for the wetland
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delineation. Approximate locations were also documented by marking aerial photographs. In
discussions during agency site visits, it was agreed that waters with channels 5 feet wide or less would
be delineated with a series of single DGPS-surveyed points and flagging, with the width of the OHWM
documented and recorded at each point. For stream channels wider than 5 feet wide, both the left and
right banks were delineated and flagged, with DGPS points collected to determine channel width.
Wherever channels changed direction or when the average channel widths changed, data points were
collected to document OHWM width. Using this method, the lengths and widths of the stream channels
were summed to identify the total area of waters in the flood retention facility project area.

5.3.2

Chehalis River 100-Year Floodplain

Wetland delineations were not performed for the Chehalis River 100-year floodplain portion of the
study area. This was because of its large size (approximately 43,107 acres), the number of property
owners involved, and the determination that the alternatives being assessed would not have any effect
on the existence or extent of wetlands in that location because any impacts to hydrology would be too
infrequent to impact wetland presence. To determine the approximate extent of existing wetlands and
other waters in that location for qualitative assessment, ArcGIS was used to overlay the boundary of the
Chehalis River 100-year floodplain on existing wetland mapping from the following sources:

•

National Wetlands Inventory. The NWI was developed by USFWS to provide a nationwide
inventory of wetlands in the United States for use in conservation planning (USFWS 2019). NWI
mapping is performed by trained image analysts using high-altitude aerial photography to
identify potential wetlands and other waters (e.g., rivers, streams, lakes, ponds) in the
landscape. Wetland and water features are mapped using hand-drawn polygons and classified
according to the Cowardin system (Cowardin et al. 1979).

•

2011 Modeled Wetland Inventory. The 2011 Modeled Wetlands Inventory was completed for
Ecology by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Coastal Services Center in
partnership with WDFW under a grant from EPA (Ecology 2019c). It was prepared as a
supplement to the NWI for the west side of the state to provide a coarse-level analysis of
change over time (Ecology 2019c). The 2011 Modeled Wetlands Inventory is based on land
cover classification from Landsat imagery using a land cover classification protocol developed by
the Coastal Change Analysis Program. Ecology created the inventory by extracting the wetland
land cover classifications from the overall land cover classifications. The 2011 Modeled Wetland
Inventory provides mapping in a pixel-based raster format, making it a coarse mapping tool.
Wetland and water features area classified using the Cowardin system. An additional class is
included that identifies potentially disturbed wetlands.

Because the NWI and 2011 Modeled Wetland Inventory overlap one another to some extent, two
separate ArcGIS analyses were prepared to provide a comparison of the two datasets. For both
analyses, identified wetlands were classified using the Cowardin system only. Because the identified
wetlands were not visited in the field, HGM classifications and wetland ratings could not be determined.
To address this data gap, a qualitative discussion of the likely HGM classes represented in the Chehalis
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River 100-year floodplain and their associated wetland ratings was provided. Presumed wetland
functions and value were also discussed.

5.3.2.1

Other Waters Delineation Methods

For the Chehalis River 100-year floodplain, the USGS National Hydrography Dataset, described as
follows, was used to map non-wetland other waters not captured by the NWI and 2011 Modeled
Wetland Inventory:

•

National Hydrography Dataset. The National Hydrography Dataset is maintained by USGS and
maps the surface water drainage network of the United States (USGS 2019a). It includes such
features as rivers, streams, canals, lakes, ponds, coastlines, dams, and stream gages. It is a
vector-based dataset that maps features using points, lines, and polygons with an approximate
resolution is 1:24,000 scale or better. The National Hydrography Dataset is available for the
entire study area. Information provided includes the feature name (if named), water feature
type (e.g., river, stream, lake, pond), hydrographic category (perennial, intermittent,
ephemeral), estimated length, and flow direction, among others.

ArcGIS was used to overlay the boundary of the Chehalis River 100-year floodplain on the mapping
provided by that dataset. The approximate area of each mapped resource was then summed by
waterbody type (river, stream, lake, pond).

5.4

Wetlands and Other Waters in the Study Area

The following sections present the results of the wetlands and other waters investigation for the three
different portions of the study area. Maps showing the location of delineated wetlands and other
waters in the flood retention facility project area can be found in Attachment E of Anchor QEA’s
December 2018 Wetland, Water, and Ordinary High Water Mark Delineation Report (Anchor QEA 2018).
Note that those maps show the wetlands and other waters within a slightly larger area than the study
area used for this report. Maps showing the location of delineated wetlands and other waters in the
Airport Levee Improvements project area are provided in Figures 2 through 9 of the May 2019 CentraliaChehalis Airport Levee Wetland Delineation Report (Anchor QEA 2019b). Maps showing the location of
NWI and 2011 Modeled Wetland Inventory mapping for the 100-year floodplain can be found in
Attachments D and E of Anchor QEA’s April 2019 Downstream Floodplain Wetland Analysis report
(Anchor QEA 2019c). Those maps also show a larger study area than was used for this report. Prior to
the Corps considering the DA permit, the Applicant will submit a complete delineation for verification.
Through the DA permitting process, the Corps will work with the Applicant to ensure that wetlands and
waters are appropriately delineated and classified and that impacts are avoided, minimized, and
mitigated.

5.4.1

Wetlands in the Flood Retention Facility Project Area

Ninety-three individual wetlands totaling 10.86 acres were delineated in the flood retention facility
project area. Most of those wetlands were found in the upper Chehalis River and Crim Creek drainage
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sub-basins, followed by the Hull Creek, Lester Creek, Big Creek, and Roger Creek sub-basins. No
wetlands were found in the Browns Creek or Smith Creek sub-basins. Maps showing the results of the
wetland delineation are presented in Appendix E of the 2018 delineation report (Anchor QEA 2018). 1
Table 5.4-1 summarizes the number of delineated wetlands by Cowardin wetland class and drainage
sub-basin in the flood retention facility project area. Cowardin wetland classes identified include
palustrine emergent (PEM), palustrine scrub-shrub (PSS), and palustrine forested (PFO) wetlands and
various combinations of those types, including PFO/PEM, PFO/PSS, PSS/PEM, and PFO/PSS/PEM. Most
of the wetlands identified in the project area are a combination of PSS/PEM class wetlands. The next
most common wetland type is PEM wetlands, followed by the PFO/PSS, PFO/PEM, PFO/PSS/PEM, PSS,
and PFO wetland types. Aside from the PSS wetland type, which is more prevalent in the Crim Creek
drainage sub-basin, the upper Chehalis River drainage sub-basin contains the majority of all other
identified wetland types. The three wetland types that occupy the most area included PSS/PEM,
PFO/PSS/PEM, and PEM. These were followed in turn by PFO/PSS, PFO/PEM, PFO, and PSS.
Table 5.4-2 summarizes the number of delineated wetlands and other aquatic habitats by HGM wetland
class and drainage sub-basin in the flood retention facility project area. The HGM classes of wetlands
identified include depressional, slope, and riverine wetland types. The most common HGM class
present are slope wetlands, followed by depressional wetlands, and riparian wetlands. Most of the
slope wetlands and depressional wetland occur in the upper Chehalis River drainage sub-basin. The
Crim Creek drainage sub-basin also contains several slope wetlands and a few depressional wetlands.
Single riverine wetlands are found in the Hull Creek and Big Creek drainage sub-basins. In terms of
acreage, slope wetlands make up the largest class, followed by depressional wetlands and riverine
wetlands.

5.4.1.1

General Wetland Characteristics

Several wetland vegetation communities were identified in the flood retention facility project area.
These included the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Herbaceous-dominated wetlands
Mixed scrub-shrub wetlands
Scrub-shrub/herbaceous wetlands
Red alder (Alnus rubra) forested wetlands
Red alder forested/herbaceous wetlands
Red alder forested/scrub-shrub wetlands
Forested/scrub-shrub/herbaceous wetlands

Herbaceous-dominated wetlands typically included a wide variety of both native and non-native
herbaceous species including Arctic sweet coltsfoot (Petasites frigidus), Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense),
coastal hedgenettle (Stachys chamissonis), colonial bentgrass (Agrostis capillaris), common duckweed
1

Note that the 2018 delineation study area was actually larger than the flood retention facility temporary reservoir extents.
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(Lemna minor), creeping buttercup (Ranunculus repens), creeping primrose-willow (Ludwigia repens),
common horsetail (Equisetum arvense), soft rush (Juncus effusus), northern lady fern (Athyrium filixfemina), Pacific watercarpet (Chrysosplenium glechomifolium), panicled bulrush (Scirpus microcarpus),
piggyback-plant (Tolmiea menziesii), pioneer violet (Viola glabella), red fescue (Festuca rubra), reed
canarygrass (Phalaris arundinacea), slough sedge (Carex obnupta), stinging nettle (Urtica dioica), and
western dock (Rumex occidentalis).
Mixed scrub-shrub wetlands were dominated by saplings and shrubby vegetation with limited
herbaceous vegetation growing on the ground surface. Dominant species included devil's-club
(Oplopanax horridus), California black currant (Ribes bracteosum), and salmon raspberry (Rubus
spectabilis). When present, herbaceous vegetation commonly included sword fern (Polystichum
munitum), reed canarygrass, American purple vetch (Vicia americana), Pacific waterleaf (Hydrophyllum
tenuipes), Pacific bleeding heart (Dicentra formosa), Pacific watercarpet, redwood-sorrel (Oxalis
oregana), and seaside bittercress (Cardamine angulata).
Scrub-shrub/herbaceous wetland typically included equal cover of shrubs/saplings and herbaceous
vegetation. Typical species present in those wetlands included red alder, vine maple (Acer circinatum),
saskatoon service-berry (Amelanchier alnifolia), devil's-club, California black currant, bristly black
gooseberry (Ribes lacustre), Himalayan blackberry (Rubus armeniacus), trailing blackberry (Rubus
ursinus), salmon raspberry, Hooker's willow (Salix hookeriana), Scouler's willow (Salix scouleriana), and
red elderberry (Sambucus racemosa). Common herbaceous vegetation included colonial bentgrass,
creeping bentgrass (Agrostis stolonifera), northern lady fern, seaside bittercress, Pacific watercarpet,
Canadian thistle, fringed willow-herb (Epilobium ciliatum), field horsetail, red fescue, Pacific waterleaf,
lamp rush, water purslane, yellow-skunk-cabbage (Lysichiton americanus), water parsley (Oenanthe
sarmentosa), redwood-sorrel, reed canarygrass, northern bracken fern, creeping buttercup, bog
yellowcress, western dock, panicled bulrush, piggyback-plant, and northern coastal violet (Viola
brittoniana).
Red alder forested wetlands included areas dominated by older red alder trees. Understory vegetation
was typically limited and included red alder saplings, oso-berry (Oemleria cerasiformis), red elderberry,
vine maple, and salmon raspberry in the shrub layer. Piggyback-plant, redwood-sorrel, and creeping
buttercup were common species found in the herbaceous layer.
Red alder forested/herbaceous wetlands included areas dominated by older red alder trees with limited
understory shrubs but a more highly developed herbaceous layer. Typical herbaceous vegetation
included colonial bentgrass, northern lady fern, seaside bittercress, scouring rush (Equisetum hyemale),
Pacific waterleaf, redwood-sorrel, and piggyback-plant.
Red alder forested/scrub-shrub wetlands included areas dominated by older red alder trees with a more
developed understory shrub layer. Common understory vegetation included red alder saplings, devil'sclub, California black currant, and salmon raspberry.
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Forested/scrub-shrub/herbaceous wetlands consisted of forested areas where all three vegetation
layers were represented fairly equally. Common trees in these areas included red alder, Cascara false
buckthorn (Frangula purshiana), and western redcedar (Thuja plicata). Common species in the shrub
layer included red alder saplings, vine maple, saskatoon service-berry, devil's-club, California black
currant, bristly black gooseberry, Himalayan blackberry, salmon raspberry, and red elderberry. Typical
herbaceous vegetation included American cow-parsnip (Heracleum maximum), American wild mint
(Mentha arvensis), Arctic sweet coltsfoot, creeping buttercup, field horsetail, northern lady fern, Pacific
watercarpet, water parsley, Pacific waterleaf, piggyback-plant, pioneer violet, redwood-sorrel, reed
canarygrass, rice cut grass (Leersia oryzoides), seaside bittercress, Siberian miner's lettuce (Claytonia
sibirica), stinging nettle, false Solomon's-seal (Maianthemum dilatatum), fringed willow-herb, western
dock, and yellow-skunk-cabbage.
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Table 5.4-1
Number and Area of Cowardin Class Wetlands by Drainage Sub-basin in the Flood Retention Facility Project Area
SUB-BASIN NAME
Upper Chehalis River (CR)
Crim Creek (CC)
Lester Creek (LC)
Hull Creek (HC)
Browns Creek (NC)
Big Creek (BC)
Roger Creek (RC)
Smith Creek (SC)
Total

PEM
18
4
0
2
0
1
0
0
25

NUMBER OF WETLANDS IN SUB-BASIN BY COWARDIN CLASS
PSS PFO PFO/PEM PFO/PSS PSS/PEM PFO/PSS/PEM
1
1
7
6
18
6
3
1
2
6
11
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
2
10
13
32
7

TOTAL
57
27
3
5
0
1
0
0
93

PEM
0.98
0.50
0
0.07
0
0.06
0
0
1.61

AREA OF WETLANDS IN SUB-BASIN BY COWARDIN CLASS (ACRES)
PSS
PFO PFO/PEM PFO/PSS PSS/PEM PFO/PSS/PEM
TOTAL
0.01
0.37 0.50
1.13
1.93
2.30
7.22
0.29
0.22 0.18
0.38
1.27
0
2.84
0
0
0
0.06
0.25
0.26
0.57
0
0
0.05
0
0.05
0
0.17
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.30
0.59 0.73
1.57
3.50
2.56
10.86

Table 5.4-2
Number and Area of HGM Class Wetlands by Drainage Basin in the Flood Retention Facility Project Area
SUB-BASIN NAME
Upper Chehalis River (CR)
Crim Creek (CC)
Lester Creek (LC)
Hull Creek (HC)
Browns Creek (NC)
Big Creek (BC)
Roger Creek (RC)
Smith Creek (SC)
Total

NUMBER OF WETLANDS IN SUB-BASIN BY HGM CLASS
HGM DEPRESSIONAL WETLANDS HGM SLOPE WETLANDS HGM RIVERINE WETLANDS
14
43
0
5
22
0
0
3
0
0
4
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
20
72
1
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TOTAL
57
27
3
5
0
1
0
0
93

AREA OF WETLANDS IN SUB-BASIN BY HGM CLASS (ACRES)
HGM DEPRESSIONAL WETLANDS
HGM SLOPE WETLANDS HGM RIVERINE WETLANDS
2.82
4.41
0
0.64
2.20
0
0
0.57
0
0
0.13
0.03
0
0
0
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3.52
7.31
0.03

30

TOTAL
7.23
2.84
0.57
0.16
0
0.06
0
0
10.86
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Wetland soils in the flood retention facility project area wetlands were generally dark or depleted with
redoximorphic features increasing in abundance with depth in the soil profile. Soil textures observed
include silt, silt loam, silty clay loam, clay loam, loamy sand, sandy loam, and sand. Overall, soil samples
most commonly met the Redox Dark Surface (F6) and Depleted Matrix (F3) hydric soil indicators, and
occasionally the Hydrogen Sulfide (A4), Depleted Below Dark Surface (A11), or Sandy Redox (S5) hydric
soil indicators, thus satisfying the hydric soil criteria of the 2010 Regional Supplement (Corps 2010).
Wetland hydrology in the flood retention facility project area wetland was confirmed by the presence of
primary and secondary wetland hydrology indicators of the 2010 Regional Supplement (Corps 2010).
Indicators commonly observed in wetland included surface water (Primary Wetland Hydrology Indicator
A1), a high water table (Primary Wetland Hydrology Indicator A2), saturation (Primary Wetland
Hydrology Indicator A3), hydrogen sulfide odor (Primary Wetland Hydrology Indicator C1), or oxidized
rhizospheres along living roots (Primary Wetland Hydrology Indicator C3). Less frequently, wetland
hydrology was confirmed by the presence of sediment deposits (Primary Wetland Hydrology Indicator
B2), drift deposits (Primary Wetland Hydrology Indicator B3), algal mat or crust (Primary Wetland
Hydrology Indicator B4), surface soil cracks (Primary Wetland Hydrology Indicator B6), sparsely
vegetated concave surface (Primary Wetland Hydrology Indicator B8), or water-stained leaves (Primary
Wetland Hydrology Indicator B9). Secondary wetland hydrology indicators occasionally observed
include drainage patterns (B10) and geomorphic position (D2). Overall, most wetlands had seasonally
saturated or saturated water regimes. Seasonally flooded wetlands were also common.

5.4.1.2

Wetland Ratings

While many of the wetlands in the flood retention facility project area have similar features and
characteristics, each of the delineated wetlands was scored and rated independently then categorized
under Ecology’s rating system (Hruby 2014). As described in Section 3.1.1.3, the rating system divides
wetlands into four categories based on their sensitivity to disturbance, significance in the watershed,
rarity, ability to be replaced, and the beneficial functions that they provide. The highest scores are
assigned to wetlands that exhibit any of the following qualities:

•

Rare or unique wetland types (e.g., large estuarine wetlands, bogs, wetlands that contain
mature old-growth forest)

•
•
•
•

Wetlands that are more sensitive to disturbance than other wetlands
Wetlands that are difficult or impossible to replace
Wetlands that are relatively undisturbed
Wetlands that provide high levels of water quality, hydrologic, and habitat functions

Such areas are typically classified as Category I wetlands. More common wetland types that are
relatively undisturbed and that provide high levels of functions are typically classified as Category II
wetlands. Disturbed wetlands that provide moderate to low levels of functions are typically classified as
Category III or IV wetlands, respectively.
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Table 5.4-3 summarizes the number of wetlands in each rating category by drainage sub-basin. The
wetlands delineated in the project area include 13 Category II wetlands and 80 Category III wetlands.
More Category III wetlands were found due to the high number of slope wetlands in the present in the
project area. Slope wetlands typically have less potential to detain and retain seasonal stormwater.
Slope wetlands also tend to have only one or two hydroperiods and minimal to no storage capacity,
which provide less function as compared to wetlands with multiple hydroperiods and more storage
capacity. The lack of Category I wetlands in the flood retention facility project area is related to the lack
of any special wetland types (i.e., estuarine wetlands, wetlands of high conservation value, bogs,
forested wetlands greater than 1 acre in size, coastal lagoon wetlands, interdunal wetlands) as well as
the limited potential of the wetlands that are present to improve water quality (because these wetlands
are not in areas with a high concentration of development or stormwater inputs/runoff). Similarly,
there are also no Category IV wetlands in the project area. The lack of Category IV wetlands is likely due
to the low development presence and intact habitat types, which increases the habitat function scores.
Table 5.4-3
Number of Wetlands by Rating Category and Drainage Sub-basin in Flood Retention Facility Project Area

DRAINAGE
SUB-BASIN
Upper Chehalis
River (CR)
Crim Creek (CC)
Lester Creek (LC)
Hull Creek (HC)
Browns Creek (NC)
Big Creek (BC)
Roger Creek (RC)
Smith Creek (SC)
Total

NUMBER OF
CATEGORY I
WETLANDS
0

NUMBER OF
CATEGORY II
WETLANDS
8

NUMBER OF
CATEGORY III
WETLANDS
49

NUMBER OF
CATEGORY IV
WETLANDS
0

TOTAL
NUMBER OF
IDENTIFIED
WETLANDS
57

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
0
1
0
0
0
0
13

23
3
4
0
1
0
0
80

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

27
3
5
0
1
0
0
93

Note:
Wetland categories determined using Hruby (2014).

5.4.1.3

Wetland Functions and Values

The wetlands identified in the flood retention facility project area include a mix of depressional, slope,
and riverine wetlands (Table 5.4-2). The functions and values provided by those wetlands were assessed
as part of the wetland rating process for three functional groups: water quality functions, hydrologic
functions, and habitat functions. Water quality functions are those that improve water quality through
such processes as sediment removal, nitrogen and phosphorus uptake, and thermoregulation.
Hydrologic functions include those processes that reduce downstream flooding and erosion and are
primarily related to the ability of a wetland to store floodwater and gradually release it over time.
Habitat functions are those that support the life processes of fish, wildlife (e.g., reptiles, amphibians,
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birds, mammals, invertebrates), and native vegetation by providing food, water, shelter, and other
habitat elements required for their life cycles. For each of those functional groups, the rating system
assesses the ability of the wetland to perform the functions (site potential), the opportunity for the
wetland to perform the functions based on their location in the landscape (landscape potential), and
whether the functions are valuable to society (wetland value).

5.4.1.3.1

Water Quality Functions

The wetlands identified in the flood retention facility project area have low to moderate opportunities
to provide water quality improvement in the surrounding landscape. This is because much of the area
surrounding them is relatively undisturbed. Aside from logging roads and areas where timber is actively
being harvested, there are few pollutant sources present. In areas with roads and active timber
harvesting, the primary pollutants that could enter downstream waterways are sediment and spilled
fuel or fluids from the mechanized harvesting equipment. The wetlands of the flood retention facility
project area also do not typically receive piped stormwater discharge, although roadside ditches can
carry sediment-laden runoff from road into downslope wetlands and other waterways.
The ability of the flood retention facility project area wetlands to provide water quality improvement
functions is variable, with depressional and riverine wetlands typically providing the highest levels of
function among the wetland types present. Both depressional and riverine wetlands have a higher
capacity for water storage and a higher level of cover by persistent plants whose roots and leaves help
to slow flows and filter sediments. The ability of slope wetlands to improve water quality is typically
constrained by their limited ability to store surface water and the speed at which water moves through
them. They also tended to contain fewer persistent plants and mostly herbaceous vegetation. Most of
the wetlands in the project area also lacked underlying clay or organic soils, which limits their ability to
remove nutrients (primarily nitrogen and phosphorus).
Water quality improvement functions are highly valued in the location of the flood retention facility
project area because water-quality-impaired waters exist downstream of the project area.

5.4.1.3.2

Hydrologic Functions

The opportunity for the wetlands of the flood retention facility project area to provide hydrologic
functions such as water storage and flood damage reduction is generally low. The vast majority of the
surrounding area consists of low-intensity land uses and natural cover types. Such conditions tend to
intercept and infiltrate water, slowing runoff and minimizing surface flows and runoff. Also, there is not
an extensive stormwater conveyance system in the project area that directly flows into wetlands or
other waters. While there are roadside ditches, those ditches typically have natural, pervious bottoms
and are vegetated, conditions that reduce the volume of water they actually deliver to their receiving
waters.
The ability of the identified wetlands to provide hydrologic functions varies from low to moderate, with
the depressional and riverine wetland typically providing the highest level of function. This is largely due
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to their ability to store water and release it gradually to downstream water bodies. Slope wetland have
very limited ability to store water, and their location on slopes means that water typically moves
downslope relatively rapidly.
Hydrologic functions are highly valued in the location of the flood retention facility project area due to
the history of damaging flooding in downstream areas.

5.4.1.3.3

Habitat Functions

The opportunity for the identified wetlands to provide habitat functions in the flood retention facility
project area is generally high for all wetland types. This is due to the abundance of natural land cover
and low-intensity land uses in the vicinity of the wetlands.
The ability of the wetlands of the flood retention facility project area to provide habitat functions
typically varied between low to moderate. Areas that have multiple vegetation forms (aquatic bed,
emergent, scrub-shrub, forested), permanent or seasonally inundated hydroperiods, multiple native
species, multiple habitat types, and special features such as standing snags and downed woody material
tended to provide higher levels of habitat functions than those with only one or two vegetation types,
limited hydroperiods, or a lack of special features. Overall, the ability of the wetland to provide habitat
functions was relatively equivalent across the three wetland types.
Habitat functions have high value in the location of the flood retention facility project area. This is
because several priority habitats are present (WDFW 2019) and because these wetlands provide habitat
for both plant and wildlife species that are valued in federal, state, or local laws, regulations, or policies.

5.4.2

Other Waters in the Flood Retention Facility Project Area

The OHWM of 118 streams totaling approximately 113.59 acres, including the Chehalis River, were
delineated within the flood retention facility project area. No ponds or lakes are present. Delineated
water resources range from large river and stream systems, to primary and secondary tributaries of
these systems, to isolated channels that flow subsurface before reaching a flowing channel. The OHWM
delineation included waters with perennial or annual seasonal (intermittent) flow; ephemeral drainages
were not captured during the delineation.
There are eight named drainage sub-basins in the flood retention facility project area: the upper
Chehalis River, and the seven stream systems that flow into the Chehalis River (Big Creek, Browns Creek,
Crim Creek, Hull Creek, Lester Creek, Roger Creek, and Smith Creek). The total number of delineated
waters including the total length (feet) and approximate area (acres) found in each sub-basin is
presented in Table 5.4-4 (Note that the calculations for each sub-basin include the length and area of
the stream it is named after). Maps showing the results of the OHWM delineation are presented in
Appendix E of the 2018 delineation report (Anchor QEA 2018). The characteristics (name, length,
average width, and area) of each named water to the Chehalis River drainage sub-basin are presented in
Appendix H of the 2018 delineation report (Anchor QEA 2018).
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Table 5.4-4
Summary of Other Waters Identified in the Flood Retention Facility Project Area
NAME
Upper Chehalis River (CR)
Crim Creek (CC)
Lester Creek (LC)
Hull Creek (HC)
Browns Creek (NC)
Big Creek (BC)
Rogers Creek (RC)
Smith Creek (SC)
Total

5.4.3

TOTAL DELINEATED
WATERS
66
30
8
5
4
2
2
1
118

TOTAL LENGTH (FEET)
55,543
18,083
4,681
3,631
2,127
2,820
2,372
144
89,401

TOTAL AREA (ACRES)
93.17
12.94
2.79
0.69
0.67
1.28
2.03
0.02
113.59

Wetland and Stream Buffers in the Flood Retention Facility Project Area

Wetland buffer width was determined based on the requirements of the Lewis County Critical Areas
Ordinance, which considers the wetland category, surrounding land use intensity, and the habitat and
water quality functions and values scores from the Washington State Wetland Rating System to
determine buffer width (LCC 17.35A612). Per LCC 17.35A.605, forestry is considered a low-intensity
land use. Based on that determination, Category II wetlands were assigned a buffer width of either
75 feet for areas with moderate habitat scores or 150 feet for areas with high habitat scores.
Category III wetlands were also assigned a buffer width of either 75 feet for areas with moderate habitat
scores or 150 feet for areas with high habitat scores.
Buffers for streams delineated in the flood retention facility project area were determined using the
requirements of the Lewis County SMP (Lewis County 2017) for streams designated as shorelines of the
state. For streams that are not considered to be shorelines, buffers were determined using the fish and
wildlife habitat classification provision of Article IV of the Lewis County Critical Areas Ordinance
(LCC 17.38.400-510). Buffer requirements for Type S streams are provided in Table 4-1 of the SMP while
those for all other stream types are found in Table 17.38-6 of the Critical Areas Ordinance. Stream type
mapping was obtained from WDNR’s Forest Practices Application Mapping Tool (WDNR 2019) and
compared to the stream delineation mapping for the flood retention facility project area. Based on this
analysis, the delineated streams in the flood retention facility project area were categorized into the
groups shown in Table 5.4-5.
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Table 5.4-5
Summary of WDNR Stream Types Identified in the Flood Retention Facility Project Area
STREAM TYPE
Type S
Type F
Type Nu1
Type Uu2
Type S/Nu3
Type F/Nu4
Unmapped5
Total

STREAM NAMES
Chehalis River and Crim Creek
Big Creek, Lester Creek, Browns Creek, and
various unnamed streams
Hull Creek, Smith Creek, and various
unnamed streams
Various unnamed streams
Rogers Creek
Various unnamed streams
Various unnamed streams

BUFFER WIDTH
(FEET)
200
100 to 1506

NUMBER IDENTIFIED
2
7

0 to 757

41

0
0 to 200
0 to 150
0

27
1
2
38
118

Notes:
1. Includes streams or stream segments mapped by WDNR as Type N stream where the hydroperiod (perennial or seasonal) is unknown.
2. Includes streams or stream segments mapped by WDNR where stream type and hydroperiod are unknown.
3. Downstream portion mapped as Type S; upstream portion mapped as Type Nu
4. Downstream portion mapped as Type F; upstream portion mapped as Type Nu
5. Includes streams or stream segments that were delineated in the field but that are not mapped by WDNR.
6. Type F streams with a channel width of less than 10 feet were assigned a buffer width of 100 feet. Type F streams with a channel width of
10 feet or greater were assigned a buffer width of 150 feet.
7. Type Nu streams that did not have a surface connection to another stream were assigned a buffer width of 0 feet.

As indicated in Table 5.4-5, the largest streams in the flood retention facility project area—the Chehalis
River, Crim Creek, and the downstream end of Rogers Creek—are considered state shorelines by
Lewis County and mapped as Type S streams by WDNR. Those streams were assigned a 200-foot-wide
buffer, which is the largest allowable under the SMP. Moderately sized streams that may contain fish
habitat, such as Big Creek, Lester Creek, Browns Creek, and various unnamed streams, were mapped as
Type F streams. Type F streams were assigned a buffer width of either 100 or 150 feet, based on their
channel width. Perennial and seasonal streams that do not support fish were classified as Type N
streams and typically assigned a 75-foot wide buffer. Exceptions included Type N streams that do not
have an aboveground connection to a Type S, F, or Np stream. Such areas were assigned a buffer width
of 0 feet per LCC 17.38.470(d). A number of small streams identified during the delineation were either
assigned an unknown stream type by WDNR or were unmapped. It was assumed that those streams
would not be regulated under the Critical Area Ordinance and, as such, no buffer was assigned.
Because wetlands and streams were frequently closely associated, their respective buffers often
overlap. Accordingly, wetland and stream buffers were merged together to provide a single buffer area
for each resource, using the largest buffer size when merging. Overall, the total area of upland wetland
and stream buffers contained within the flood retention facility project area was estimated to be
487.03 acres. Many of these buffers extend outside of the flood retention facility project area.
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Wetland and stream buffer conditions ranged from sparsely vegetated areas degraded by logging roads,
clearings, and clear-cuts, to areas dominated by herbaceous and scrub-shrub vegetation, to heavily
forested areas with varying levels of native understory vegetation.

5.4.4

Wetlands in the Airport Levee Improvements Project Area

A total of eight wetlands (Wetlands A through H) totaling 7.78 acres were delineated in the Airport
Levee Improvements project area. Seven of the identified wetlands (Wetland A through E, G, and H)
extend outside the study area boundary while one wetland (Wetland F) occurs entirely inside the study
area boundary. The boundaries and conditions of the off-site portions (Wetland OS-1 through OS-7)
were visually assessed during the wetland delineation field work to determine their category under
Ecology’s rating system. Maps showing the location of these wetland can be found in Figures 2
through 9 of the May 2019 Centralia-Chehalis Airport Levee Wetland Delineation Report
(Anchor QEA 2019b)
Table 5.4-6 provides a classification summary of the on-site portions of the delineated wetlands by
Cowardin and HGM classification systems. Cowardin wetland classes identified included PEM, PSS, PFO,
palustrine unconsolidated bottom (PUB), and palustrine aquatic bed (PAB) wetlands, and various
combinations of those types. Under the HGM system, all on-site wetlands were determined to be in the
depressional class.
Table 5.4-6
On-site Wetland Classification, Category Ratings, and Areas for the Airport Levee Improvements Project Area

WETLAND
A1
B1
C1
D1
E1
F
G1
H1
Total

COWARDIN
CLASSIFICATION
PEM
PEM and PUB
PEM and PUB
PSS, PEM, and PUB
PSS and PEM
PEM
PFO, PSS, PEM, and PAB
PEM

HGM CLASSIFICATION
Depressional
Depressional
Depressional
Depressional
Depressional
Depressional
Depressional
Depressional

WETLAND
CATEGORY2
II
II
II
II
III
III
II
III

ON-SITE
AREA
(ACRES)
0.631
0.511
3.961
0.491
0.041
0.09
1.821
0.241
7.781

Notes:
1. Wetland extends outside Airport Levee Improvements study area boundary.
2. Wetland categories determined using Hruby (2014).

Table 5.4-7 provides a classification summary for the off-site portions of the wetlands that extend
beyond the study area boundary by Cowardin and HGM class. Cowardin classes present in those areas
included PEM wetlands and various combinations of PEM, PSS, PFO, and PAB wetlands. All off-site
wetlands were classified as depressional wetlands. Wetland areas were not calculated for the off-site
wetlands.
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Table 5.4-7
Off-site Wetland Classification and Category Ratings for the Airport Levee Improvements Project Area

WETLAND
OS-1
OS-2
OS-3
OS-4
OS-5
OS-6
OS-7

COWARDIN
CLASSIFICATION
PEM
PEM
PEM
PSS/PEM/PAB
PSS/PEM/PAB
PSS/PEM/PAB
PFO/PSS/PEM/PAB

HGM
CLASSIFICATION
Depressional
Depressional
Depressional
Depressional
Depressional
Depressional
Depressional

ESTIMATED
WETLAND
CATEGORY
II
II
II
II
II
II
II

Note:
Wetland categories determined using Hruby (2014).

Because the Chehalis River is located relatively close to the Airport Levee Improvements project area,
less than a few hundred feet in some areas, the investigation included identifying any surface water
connections between the wetlands and other waters. As indicated in Table 5.4-8, three of the eight
wetlands have surface water connections to the Chehalis River or other water features.
Table 5.4-8
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Wetland Classifications

WETLAND
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

COWARDIN CLASS WITHIN
AIRPORT LEVEE STUDY AREA
PEM
PEM and PUB
PEM and PUB
PSS, PEM, and PUB
PSS and PEM
PEM
PFO, PSS, PEM, and PAB
PEM

COWARDIN CLASS OUTSIDE
AIRPORT LEVEE STUDY AREA1
PEM and PUB
PSS, PEM, and PUB
PSS, PEM, PAB, and PUB
PSS, PEM, and PUB
PEM
NA2
PFO, PSS, PEM, PAB, and PUB
PEM

SURFACE WATER
CONNECTION TO STREAMS OR
RIVERS1
None
Yes, Chehalis River
Yes, Chehalis River
None
Yes, Salzer Creek
None
None
None

Notes:
1. Based on visual observations and aerial photograph analysis
2. Not applicable, entire wetland boundary delineated within the Airport Levee Improvements project area

5.4.4.1

General Wetland Characteristics

Typical vegetation communities present in the wetlands of the Airport Levee Improvements project area
include agricultural herbaceous wetlands, aquatic bed wetlands, and non-agricultural herbaceous
wetlands. Common vegetation present in agricultural herbaceous wetlands includes near monocultures
of reed canarygrass, with some meadow foxtail (Alopecurus pratensis) and red fescue also present in
some areas. Various weedy grasses and forbs including Canada thistle, meadow foxtail, prickly lettuce
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(Lactuca serriola), and white clover (Trifolium repens) are typically located along the edges of such areas.
Aquatic bed wetlands typically occur in relic river channels/oxbows and in deeper drainage ditches that
run along the inside of the levee. Typical vegetation in those areas includes reed canarygrass, broad-leaf
cattail (Typha latifolia), soft rush, and marsh speedwell (Veronica scutellate). Wild teasel (Dipsacus
fullonum), Douglas’ spirea (Spiraea douglasii), red-osier dogwood (Cornus sericea), and Himalayan
blackberry also occurs along the edges of such areas. Non-agricultural herbaceous wetlands are
typically vegetated with reed canarygrass, red fescue, and creeping bentgrass, and many are regularly
mowed. Other common species in such areas include meadow foxtail, other fescue species (Festuca
spp.), and common horsetail. Some areas also have a scrub-shrub fringe vegetated with such species as
black hawthorn (Crataegus douglasii), red-osier dogwood, white dogwood (Cornus alba), Pacific
crabapple (Malus fusca), Nootka rose (Rosa nutkana), Douglas’ spirea, common snowberry
(Symphoricarpos albus), trailing blackberry, and Himalayan blackberry.
Wetland soils in the Airport Levee Improvements project area were generally dark or depleted with
redoximorphic features increasing in abundance with depth in the soil profile. The predominant soil
textures observed include silt loam, clay loam, and sandy loam. Overall, soil samples most commonly
met the Redox Dark Surface (F6) and Depleted Matrix (F3) hydric soil indicators, and occasionally the
Depleted Below Dark Surface (A11) or Loamy Gleyed Matrix (F2) hydric soil indicators, thus satisfying the
hydric soil criteria of the 2010 Regional Supplement (Corps 2010).
Wetland hydrology in the Airport Levee Improvements project area wetland was confirmed by the
presence of primary and secondary wetland hydrology indicators of the 2010 Regional Supplement
(Corps 2010). Wetland hydrology was most commonly confirmed by the presence of surface water
(Primary Wetland Hydrology Indicator A1), a high water table (Primary Wetland Hydrology Indicator A2),
saturation (Primary Wetland Hydrology Indicator A3), or oxidized rhizospheres along living roots
(Primary Wetland Hydrology Indicator C3). Less frequently, wetland hydrology was confirmed by the
presence of hydrogen sulfide odor (Primary Wetland Hydrology Indicator C1), or reduced iron reduction
in plowed soils (Primary Wetland Hydrology Indicator C6). Secondary wetland hydrology indicators
observed include geomorphic position (D2) and the FAC-neutral test (D5). Overall, most wetlands had
seasonally saturated or saturated water regimes. Seasonally flooded wetlands were also common.

5.4.4.2

Wetland Ratings

The delineated wetlands in the Airport Levee Improvements project area were scored and rated
independently then categorized under Ecology’s rating system (Hruby 2014). Table 5.4-6 provides the
category ratings for each on-site wetland. Five of the on-site wetlands (Wetlands A, B, C, D, and G) were
rated as Category II wetlands and three (Wetlands E, F, and H) were rated as Category III wetlands.
Table 5.4-6 provides the category ratings for the off-site portions of each wetland. All seven off-site
wetlands were rated as Category II wetlands. No Category I or IV wetlands were identified in the Airport
Levee Improvements project area.
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5.4.4.3

Wetland Functions and Values

As shown in Table 5.4-7, all of the wetland identified in the Airport Levee Improvements project area
were classified as depressional wetlands under the HGM system. Using the Washington State Wetland
Rating System approach for depressional wetlands, the following observations on wetland functions and
values were made in the water quality, hydrologic, and habitat functions and values groups. Functions
are discussed in regard to the opportunity to provide a group of functions based on the surrounding
landscape, the actual ability of a wetland to perform the functions in the group, and the overall value of
that group of functions to the local community.

5.4.4.3.1

Water Quality Functions

All of the wetlands identified in the Airport Levee Improvements project area have a high opportunity to
provide water quality improvement in the surrounding landscape. Because the project area is located
adjacent to an active airport, other urban development (e.g., roads, parking lots, buildings, trails), and
agricultural areas, multiple sources of potential surface water contamination are present. Contaminants
such sediments, nutrients (primarily nitrogen and phosphorus), and potentially toxic substances
(e.g., oil, gasoline, aviation fuel, pesticides) from these surrounding land uses could be carried into the
wetlands and other waters of the project area by stormwater runoff or direct releases.
The ability of the wetlands of the Airport Levee Improvements project area to actually improve water
quality is somewhat limited. Conditions that constrain the performance of such functions include the
relatively small size of the wetlands, the limited extent of deeper depressions within them, the presence
of an outlet in many of them, and the dominance of herbaceous vegetation that is regularly mowed.
Such conditions limit the amount of time that water from stormwater runoff remains in the wetland and
the ability of the wetland to filter out sediments. When water remains in a wetland longer, this typically
allows more time for suspended sediments to settle out. Deeper depressional areas tend to keep the
collected sediment from being flushed out during the next storm event. The presence of vegetation
provides filtering of the water moving through it, with taller and more varied vegetation types providing
increased filtering potential over areas dominated by short herbaceous vegetation. The lack of
underlying clay or organic material beneath the wetlands also limit their ability to provide nutrient
removal as those materials are known to absorb phosphorus and other nutrients.
Water quality improvement functions are valued in the location of the Airport Levee Improvements
project area. This is because water quality-impaired waters exist downstream of the project area.

5.4.4.3.2

Hydrologic Functions

The opportunity for the wetlands of the Airport Levee Improvements project area to provide hydrologic
functions such as water storage and flood damage reduction is generally high. This because all of the
identified wetlands receive stormwater runoff from their surroundings either through piped discharges
or overland flow. Many of the adjacent land uses are also known to generate increased levels of runoff
due to the presence of impervious surfaces (concrete, asphalt), maintained vegetation (lawns, airfields,
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levee slopes), and other areas of surface disturbance (agricultural fields). Accordingly, all of the
wetlands have the potential to provide hydrologic functions.
The ability of the identified wetlands to provide hydrologic functions varies from moderate to high.
Wetlands that provide the highest levels of hydrologic functions are those with deeper depressions and
no surface outlet. Such areas provided greater stormwater storage for longer periods of time because
water typically does not drain out of the site via a channel or other type of outlet. Wetlands with
moderate scores were typically shallower and possessed some type of outlet and allows flow to
continue downstream, reducing storage capacity and duration.
Hydrologic functions are highly valued in the location of the Airport Levee Improvements project area.
This is because of the extent of human uses and developed areas both upstream and downstream from
the site. Functions such as water storage and flood damage reduction contribute to the protection of
such built resources.

5.4.4.3.3

Habitat Functions

The opportunity for the identified wetlands to provide habitat functions in the Airport Levee
Improvements project area is generally limited by the characteristics of the surrounding land uses.
Wetlands located adjacent to heavily disturbed, high-intensity land uses such as airport facilities, mowed
fields, roads, and other development, have limited potential to provide habitat due to such factors as the
lack of vegetation diversity and the high level of human-related disturbance that typically occurs in such
areas. Wildlife accessibility to those wetlands is also quite limited as roads, runways, and other
infrastructure often surround such areas, preventing access. Wetlands located adjacent to less disturbed,
moderate intensity lands uses such as undeveloped areas, hayfields, and recreational areas (e.g., golf
course) have a slightly higher potential to provide habitat functions. Such areas often contain more
diverse vegetation and less frequent or intense human disturbance.
The ability of the wetlands of the Airport Levee Improvements project area to provide habitat functions
is variable. Areas that have multiple vegetation forms (aquatic bed, emergent, scrub-shrub, forested),
permanent or seasonally inundated hydroperiods, multiple native species, multiple habitat types, and
special features such as standing snags and downed woody material tend to provide moderate levels of
habitat despite surrounding land conditions. Areas with fewer of those attributes have reduced
potential to provide habitat functions.
Habitat functions have moderate value in the location of the Airport Levee Improvements project area.
This is because of the limited number of priority habitats present (WDFW 2019) and the fact that these
wetlands do not provide habitat for plant or wildlife species valued in federal, state, or local laws,
regulations, or policies.
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5.4.5

Other Waters in the Airport Levee Improvements Project Area

No non-wetland waters were found in the Airport Levee Improvements project area. All delineated
areas, including the excavated drainage ditches, are considered to be wetlands.

5.4.6

Wetland Buffers in the Airport Levee Improvements Project Area

Buffer widths for the wetlands identified in the Airport Levee Improvements project area were
determined using the Critical Areas chapter of CMC 17.23. CMC 17.23.030 provides guidelines for wetland
buffer width establishment based on the wetland category and the Ecology habitat rating score derived
using the rating system. Using those guidelines, three of the identified wetlands were assigned an
80-foot-wide buffer, two were assigned a 100-foot buffer, and three were assigned a 150-foot buffer
(Table 5.4-9).
Table 5.4-9
City of Chehalis Wetland Rating and Standard Buffer Widths based on the Ecology 2014 Wetlands Ratings System
WETLAND
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

WETLAND CATEGORY
II
II
II
II
III
III
II
III

ECOLOGY HABITAT
FUNCTION SCORE
5
6
6
6
4
3
5
3

CITY OF CHEHALIS CODE BUFFER WIDTH (FEET)
100
150
150
150
80
80
100
80

Note:
Wetland categories and habitat functions scores determined using Hruby (2014).

In several locations, buffers extended into portions of the airfield and up the sides to the existing levee.
In such locations, the buffers were terminated at the edge of developed areas such as roads and other
paved areas. Overall, a total of 21.76 acres of wetland buffer were identified in the Airport Levee
Improvements project area. Many of these buffers extend outside of the project area from wetlands
located within the project area. The majority of these buffers are dominated by herbaceous and scrubshrub vegetation, much of which is regularly maintained by mowing or disturbed by agricultural
practices. Scattered trees are present in some areas.

5.4.7

Wetlands in the Chehalis River 100-Year Floodplain

Potential wetlands and other aquatic habitats were identified in the Chehalis River 100-year floodplain
using NWI and 2011 Modeled Wetland Inventory mapping. Because any wetland inventory based on
remote sensing has some degree of uncertainty without on-site verification, both of these datasets were
used to provide a general range of the potential wetlands and other aquatic habitats present in that
area using slightly different methods. The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 5.4-10. Maps
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showing the location of NWI and 2011 Modeled Wetland Inventory mapped wetlands and other aquatic
habitats in the 100-year floodplain of the Chehalis River can be found in Attachments D and E of
Anchor QEA’s April 2019 Downstream Floodplain Wetland Analysis report (Anchor QEA 2019c). Note
that those maps cover a larger area than the study area.
Table 5.4-10
Wetland and Other Aquatic Habitat Mapped in the Chehalis River 100-Year Floodplain by the National Wetlands
Inventory and 2011 Modeled Wetland Inventory

WETLAND COVER CLASS
Palustrine Forested Wetland
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub Wetland
Palustrine Emergent Wetland
Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore
Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom
Palustrine Aquatic Bed
Riverine
Water
Potentially Disturbed Wetlands
Total

AREA OF POTENTIAL WETLANDS IN CHEHALIS RIVER 100-YEAR
FLOODPLAIN (ACRES)
NATIONAL WETLANDS
2011 MODELED WETLAND
INVENTORY
INVENTORY
1,585
1,525
649
1,763
2,182
3,050
2
156
318
N/A
28
17
2,142
N/A
N/A
1,265
N/A
3,257
6,906
11,033

The NWI maps a total of 6,906 potential wetlands and other aquatic habitats in the Chehalis River
100-year floodplain (Table 5.4-10). Cowardin wetland classes identified include PFO, PSS, PEM,
palustrine unconsolidated shore (PUS), PUB, and PAB wetlands. The NWI also maps riverine areas,
which typically include non-wetland rivers and streams.
The 2011 Modeled Wetland Inventory dataset mapped a total of 11,033 potential wetlands and other
aquatic habitats in the Chehalis River 100-year floodplain (Table 5.4-10). Wetland classes identified
include potentially (previously) disturbed wetlands, PFO, PSS, PEM, unconsolidated shore, PAB, and
water. Potentially disturbed wetlands are defined by Ecology as areas that have a high potential to be
wetland, but appear as pasture, hayfields, or cultivated land cover types (Ecology 2019c). The water
(unvegetated open water areas) and unconsolidated shoreline (unvegetated or sparsely vegetated
gravel bars or stream banks) classes are typically considered non-wetland aquatic areas.
When compared with the 2018 NWI dataset, the 2011 Modeled Wetland Inventory identified a greater
total acreage of wetlands in the Chehalis River 100-year floodplain. Overall, the 2011 Modeled Wetland
Inventory dataset mapped 4,127 additional more acres of wetland within the Chehalis River 100-year
floodplain than the NWI does. Some of these differences are due to Ecology’s inclusion of the
potentially disturbed wetlands cover class, which captures agricultural land covers that have a high
potential to be wetland. Such areas were typically not mapped per USFWS policy when the NWI maps
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were originally created (Ecology 2019c). If the area of the potentially disturbed wetlands cover class is
subtracted from the total area, the total wetland areas from the 2011 Modeled Wetland Inventory
mapping are much closer to those from the 2018 NWI mapping but are still about 870 acres higher than
the NWI totals.

5.4.8

Other Waters in the Chehalis River 100-Year Floodplain

Based on the National Hydrography Dataset (NHD), a total of 1,739 mapped segments of named and
unnamed rivers, streams, and drainages occur in the Chehalis River 100-year floodplain. These waters
primarily include perennial and intermittent streams. Because NHD maps streams using polylines, it was
not possible to calculate the area of those features.

5.5

Climate Variability

This section provides a discussion of the historical and current climate of the study area, including an
analysis of how it could potentially change under future climate variability models. The analysis focused
on the potential changes in the climate of the Chehalis Basin as a result of modeled climate variability in
the 21st century (2000 to 2099) relative to historical conditions.
The climate variability analysis used established, peer-reviewed and state-of-the-art climate projections
and historical observations to determine potential trends for a range of relevant climate variables
including temperature, precipitation, and snowfall. The analysis also looked how changes in those
variables could affect the frequency of drought, flooding, and wildfires, as well as sea level and river
temperatures. The analysis considered both long-term (chronic) and short-term, extreme (acute)
climate variables to fully understand climate variability and potential impacts in the study area. The
analysis did not address how the proposed project itself might contribute to or affect climate variability
by changing the production or sequestration of carbon.

5.5.1

Temperature and Temperature Extremes

The Chehalis Basin is typically characterized as having relatively cool winters and moderately warm
summers. Historically, seasonal variation in average temperatures have ranged from approximately
41°F in January and 75°F in August (USGS 2019c). Over the last century (1901 to 2000), both annual
average maximum (i.e., daytime high) and the annual average minimum (i.e., nighttime low)
temperatures in the Pacific Northwest have increased by approximately 1.5°F (Vose et al. 2017).
Temperature extremes (e.g., cold snaps, heat waves) occur in the Chehalis Basin, with the occurrence of
cold extremes typically occurring less frequent than warm extremes (Vose et al. 2017, Peterson et al.
2013; Bumbaco 2013). Over the last century (1901 to 2000) the occurrence of cold extremes has
decreased over time while warm extremes, especially nighttime heat waves, have increased in
frequency.
Future climate variability is expected result in an increase in air temperature across the United States
with warming expected to be slightly greater in summer months and amplified in the northern parts of
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the United States (Vose et al. 2017). In the Pacific Northwest, potential increases in annual average air
temperatures are projected to be between 3.7°F and 4.7°F by mid-century (2036 to 2065) and 5.0°F and
8.5°F by late-century (2071 to 2100; Vose et al. 2017). In the counties that contain the Chehalis Basin,
projected average changes in temperature include an increase in the annual mean minimum (winter) air
temperatures in the Chehalis Basin area of 2.2°F to 2.8°F by 2040 and 4.1°F to 6.8°F by 2080
(USGS 2019c). Average potential increase in the annual mean maximum (summer) air temperature in
the Chehalis Basin area of 2.2°F to 2.9°F by 2040 and 4.2°F to 7.0°F by 2080 (USGS 2019c). Overall,
climate variability is expected to result in warmer winters and hotter summers.
Climate variability is also projected to result in more extreme heat events in the summer and fewer
extreme cold events in the winter. Historically rare extreme high temperatures are projected to become
more common, with the Chehalis Basin potentially experiencing 0 to 10 additional days of temperatures
above 90°F in the summer (Vose et al. 2017).
Projected increases in both minimum and maximum temperatures and extreme heat events in the
Chehalis Basin would increase evapotranspiration during the spring and summer. Such conditions would
reduce soil moisture and increase the likelihood of droughts and wildfires. Hotter summer conditions
would also lead to higher water temperatures in rivers and streams. With warmer temperatures during
the winter, wintertime precipitation would shift from snow to rain in the higher elevation portions of
the basin. This shift could increase winter streamflow and contribute to higher downstream flows and
increased flooding potential. Such occurrences could in turn increase slope instability, resulting in
increased potential for debris flows, mudflows, and landslides in the steeper portions of the
Chehalis Basin.

5.5.2

Precipitation and Precipitation Extremes

In the Chehalis Basin, precipitation varies considerably between seasons as evidenced by the occurrence
of very wet winters and dry summers. In Lewis County, monthly average precipitation ranges from
approximately 1.1 inches in July to 10.9 inches in January (USGS 2019c). Although annual precipitation
has not changed significantly over the last century, the amount of precipitation that falls in the winter
and summer has slightly declined while spring precipitation amounts have slightly increased (Easterling
et al. 2017). Atmospheric river events have historically caused abnormally high (extreme) rainfall in the
Chehalis Basin, but the frequency and intensity of such events has not changed much over the last
century.
As a result of future climate variability, annual precipitation amounts in the Pacific Northwest are
projected to increase by 5% to 8% by the latter part of the 21st century relative to the 1979 to 1990
baseline (May et al. 2018). The largest precipitation increases in Chehalis Basin are projected to occur
during the winter months with potential increase of up to 10% more than baseline amounts by the latter
half of the century (2070 to 2099; Easterling et al. 2017). During this same period, summer precipitation
is projected to decrease by 10% to 20% (Easterling et al. 2017). Climate models have less confidence in
predicting changes in precipitation that changes in temperature, especially with the confounding
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influence of natural climate variability caused by such events as El Niño and La Niña, which strongly
influence precipitation over seasonal and interannual time periods in the region.
The frequency of extreme precipitation events is also projected to increase in the future. This is due to
both projected increases in atmospheric water vapor and convective energy resulting from higher
temperatures, and projected increases in the frequency and intensity of atmospheric river events along
the west coast. Such events are also expected to become more intense.
The projected increases in winter precipitation and the frequency and intensity of atmospheric river
events would both contribute to an increase risk of winter and spring flooding in the Chehalis Basin.
Such conditions could also increase slope instability, resulting in a higher potential for debris flows,
mudflows, and landslides. Decreased summer precipitation coupled with higher summer temperatures
would reduce flow in rivers and streams and likely increase instream water temperatures.

5.5.3

Snowfall

The Chehalis Basin is rain-dominated (i.e., rain produces more runoff than snow), in part because most
of the basin is low-lying and maintains relatively warm temperatures due to the moderating influence of
the Pacific Ocean. However, the Chehalis Basin does have a few areas that accumulate snowpack during
the fall, winter, and early spring. Those areas occur at higher elevations in headwater streams of the
southern Olympic Mountains, Cascade foothills, and a very small portion of the Willapa Hills (Perry et al.
2016). Historically, snowfall in those portions of the Chehalis Basin typically begins in November, with
peak snowfall amounts occurring between February and late March (USGS 2019c). Snowfall then tapers
off until June.
Projected changes in snowfall due to climate variability include decreases in annual snowpack, and
future snow water equivalent, number of extreme snowfall events, and number of snowfall days
(Georgakakos et al. 2014; Easterling et al. 2017). In the counties that contain the Chehalis Basin,
projected decreases in snowfall range from an average of 1.9 to 2.4 inches by mid-century (2025 to
2049) to 2.8 to 3.3 inches by late-century (2050 to 2074; USGS 2019c). It is expected that there will be a
shift from snow to rainfall in the Chehalis Basin over time, reducing the amount of water retained in
snow from fall and winter storms.
As a result of these projected changes in snow fall, winter flows in headwater streams in portions of the
Chehalis Basin that currently support snowpack accumulation would be expected to increase as
precipitation contributes directly to runoff instead of being retained as snowpack. When coupled with
increased winter precipitation through the rest of the basin, this could in turn lead to an increased
potential for winter flooding and landslides in downstream portions of the basin. In addition, the
reduction in snowpack may also lead to increased drought risk due to less water availability from snow
melt in the spring and summer.
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6.1

Assumptions

6.1.1

Wetlands

The following assumptions were used in the analysis of impacts on wetlands.

6.1.1.1

Flood Retention Facility – Construction

•

All wetlands and their associated buffers located within the footprint of the proposed flood
retention facility and its associated structures (emergency spillway; flip bucket; gated outlets;
stilling basin; collection, handling, transport, and release facility; and diversion tunnel) would be
permanently impacted by the placement of various types of fill material to construct those
structures.
‒
For wetlands that occur partially within the footprint of the flood retention facility and its
associated structures, the entire wetland was considered to be permanently impacted by
the placement of fill material to construct those features.

•

All wetlands and their associated buffers located within the footprint of grading areas,
construction staging areas, and spoil placement areas would be permanently impacted by fill
placement to facilitate construction of the project.
‒
For wetlands that occur partially within the footprint of grading areas, construction staging
areas, or spoil placement areas, the entire wetland was considered to be permanently
impacted by the placement of fill material to construct those features.

•

All wetlands and their associated buffers that would be affected by access and quarry haul roads
widening would be permanently impacted by fill placement to facilitate construction of the
project.
‒
For wetlands that are crossed by existing or proposed access roads, only the portion that
occurs in the improved roadway footprint was considered to be permanently impacted.
‒
For new/improved roads located outside the boundaries of the flood retention facility
construction area and temporary reservoir (e.g., Huckleberry Ridge quarry road, portions of
the reservoir bypass road), wetland impacts were estimated using NWI mapping and an
average road width of 24 feet.
‒
For new/improved roads located outside the boundaries of the flood retention facility
construction area and temporary reservoir (e.g., Huckleberry Ridge quarry road, portions of
the reservoir bypass road), stream impacts were estimated using NHD mapping to
determine the number of crossings along with the following dimensions:
•

Average stream width of 4 feet

•

Average road crossing width of 24 feet
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•

All wetlands and their associated buffers located in the two lowermost inundation zones of the
temporary reservoir (424 to 567 feet North American Vertical Datum of 1988 [NAVD88] and
567 to 548 feet NAVD88) would be permanently impacted by tree removal and the following
types of understory vegetation damage during pre-construction vegetation management
activities:
‒
Crushing and destruction of understory vegetation by tree removal operations
‒
Compaction of underlying soils by tree removal operations
‒
Alteration of surface drainage patterns by tree removal operations
While many of those areas would likely remain wetlands, their boundaries and dominant
vegetation would be permanently altered.

•

Wetland and their associated buffers located in the downstream project area would not be
affected by construction activities.

6.1.1.2

Airport Levee Improvements – Construction

•

The majority of the existing levee base was widened in 2014 under Phase 1A of Lewis County’s
Centralia-Chehalis Airport Levee Project (Lewis County Department of Public Works 2014;
Elsea 2014).

•

During the Phase 1A project, temporary block retaining walls were installed in areas where base
widening would have encroached into jurisdictional wetlands to keep fill material out of
wetlands and the existing drainage ditch that runs along the base of the levee (Elsea 2014).

•

To facilitate the improvements to the existing levee proposed under the project alternatives, the
levee will need to be widened in the areas protected by the temporary retaining walls
(Elsea 2014).

•

Based on the locations of the temporary retaining walls and the presumption that the airport
would prefer to maintain a linear ditch, it is assumed that the existing drainage ditch along the
levee base would need to be relocated to accommodate the required levee base widening.

6.1.1.3

Flood Retention Facility – Operation

•

Wetlands and their associated buffers existing in the proposed temporary reservoir footprint
would be permanently impacted by operation of the flood retention facility. Such impacts could
include the following:
‒
Changes in wetland function due to alterations of the flooded/non-flooded cycle
‒
Changes in wetland type via the altering/killing of vegetation by prolonged inundation and
sediment accumulation, which could result in changes in wetland type or eventual wetland
loss
‒
Filling in of wetlands by accumulated sediment and/or debris

•

Wetlands and their associated buffers located in the two lowermost inundation zones of the
temporary reservoir (424 to 567 feet NAVD88 and 567 to 548 feet NAVD88) would be subject to
the majority of impacts from periodic temporary inundation from FRE/FRO operation.
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•

Wetland and their associated buffers located in the two uppermost inundation zones of the
temporary reservoir (584 to 612 feet NAVD88 and 612 to 627 feet NAVD88) would also be
affected by periodic inundation from FRE/FRO operation but to a lesser extent than those
wetlands in the lowermost inundation zones.

•

Wetlands and their associated buffers in the downstream project area would continue to be
inundated by the floods with 7-year and lesser recurrence intervals.

6.1.1.4
•

Airport Levee Improvements – Operation

Operation activities at the levee would largely be limited to vegetation maintenance
(e.g., mowing), occasional repair, and regular levee inspections.

6.1.2

Other Waters

The following assumptions were used in the analysis of impacts on other waters.

6.1.2.1

Other Waters – Construction

•

All other waters and their associated buffers located within the footprint of the proposed flood
retention facility and its associated structures would be permanently impacted by the
placement of various types of fill material to facilitate project construction.

•

Other waters and their associated buffers existing in portions of the proposed temporary
reservoir footprint would be permanently impacted by tree removal and understory vegetation
damage during pre-construction vegetation management activities.

•

Other waters and their associated buffers existing in the proposed temporary reservoir footprint
would be permanently impacted from operation of the flood retention facility. Such impacts
could include the following:
‒
Alteration of boundaries of other waters
‒
Alteration of stream channel flow regime or path
‒
Filling in of other waters by accumulated sediment and/or debris

•

Other waters and their associated buffers located in the downstream project area would not be
affected by construction activities.

6.1.2.2

Other Waters – Operation

•

Other waters and their associated buffers existing in the proposed temporary reservoir footprint
would be permanently impacted by operation of the flood retention facility. Such impacts could
include the following:
‒
Changes in stream alignment due to alterations caused by the flooded/non-flooded cycle
‒
Filling in of stream channels by accumulated sediment and/or debris

•

Other waters and their associated buffers located in the two lowermost inundation zones of the
temporary reservoir (424 to 567 feet NAVD88 and 567 to 548 feet NAVD88) would be subject to
the majority of impacts from periodic temporary inundation from FRE/FRO operation.
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•

Other waters and their associated buffers located in the two uppermost inundation zones of the
temporary reservoir (584 to 612 feet NAVD88 and 612 to 627 feet NAVD88) would also be
affected by periodic inundation from FRE/FRO operation but to a lesser extent than those
wetlands in the lowermost inundation zones.

•

Other waters and their associated buffers in the downstream project area would continue to be
inundated by the floods with 7-year and lesser recurrence intervals.

6.2

Methods

This section describes the methods used to analyze the expected direct and indirect impacts of each
project alternative on the wetlands and other waters present in the study area. The results of these
analytical methods for each alternative are presented in Sections 6.3 (No Action Alternative),
6.4 (Alternative 1), and 6.5 (Alternative 2).

6.2.1

Direct Impacts

Direct impacts on wetlands and other waters are those that would occur as the result of and at the same
time and place as the activities authorized by a DA permit (40 CFR 1508.8). Under the No Action
Alternative, direct impacts could occur anywhere in the study area as the analysis considers future
unspecified projects that could be implemented in the study area between 2025 and 2080. Under
Alternatives 1 and 2, direct impacts would only occur during the construction period. Accordingly, they
would only occur within the flood retention facility and Airport Levee Improvements portions of the
study area. Direct impacts from Alternatives 1 and 2 would not occur in the Chehalis River 100-year
floodplain portion of the study area because no construction activities are proposed in that location.
Direct impacts on the Chehalis River 100-year floodplain portion of the study area from other projects
are addressed under the No Action Alternative.
For the proposed project alternatives, direct impacts would include any activities that involve
excavation, grading, or discharge of fill material in wetlands and other waters to construct the proposed
flood retention facility, Airport Levee Improvements, or other unspecified projects under the No Action
Alternative. Construction activities that directly disturb a wetland or other water or that affect the
continued existence of a wetland or other water in its current form (e.g., vegetation removal) were also
considered to be direct impacts.
Direct impacts related to fill placement in wetlands and other waters under the No Action Alternative
were assessed by considering the potential impacts of existing funded or permitted projects in the study
area. Impacts from other, non-flood-reduction projects that could be reasonably expected to occur in
the study area and wider Chehalis Basin between 2025 and 2080 were also considered. Because the
specific locations, types, and impacts of future projects are unknown, the impact analysis relied on the
local and regional knowledge of the assessor. Accordingly, the results of the impact analysis for the
No Action Alternative are qualitative.
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Direct impacts related to excavation, grading, or fill placement in wetlands and other waters under
Alternatives 1 and 2 were determined by overlaying the footprint of the proposed facilities (e.g.,
diversion tunnel, staging areas, quarries, access roads, levee work areas) on the wetland delineation
mapping for the flood retention facility and Airport Levee Improvements project areas using ArcGIS.
Any mapped wetlands or other waters that occurred within the respective project footprints were
considered to be permanent direct impacts. A similar approach was used for those wetlands or other
waters that would be disturbed by tree removal in the temporary reservoir footprint. Wetland impacts
determined through these analyses were quantified by their Cowardin and HGM classification and their
state wetland rating with the results presented in summary tables. Impacts on other waters were
quantified by total stream length and areas.
Direct impacts on the protective buffers that are required around wetlands and other waters by state
and local regulations were also identified and quantified using the ArcGIS overlay process. Those
impacts were quantified by area.

6.2.2

Indirect Impacts

Indirect impacts on wetlands and other waters are those that would occur later in time or farther in
distance from the immediate project location but that are attributable to project actions authorized by
the DA permit (40 CFR 1508.8). Indirect impacts are those that would not have occurred “but for” the
construction of the project. For the analysis of the proposed project alternatives, indirect impacts
included effects that would occur as the result of operating those projects over time (e.g., periodic
inundation in the temporary reservoir area upstream of the flood retention facility, changes in
downstream flooding). Because operation of the flood retention facility and airport levee would affect
flows and flooding, indirect impacts could occur in the Chehalis River 100-year floodplain.
Under the No Action Alternative, indirect impacts on wetlands and other waters from operation
activities were assessed qualitatively in the same manner as direct impacts were assessed. The analysis
of indirect impacts from operation of the project alternatives focused on how changes in flooding could
affect the extent and function of wetlands and other waters within the temporary reservoir or farther
downstream. For the temporary reservoir, the limits of various inundation zones were overlain on the
wetland delineation mapping to identify wetlands and other waters that would be affected by periodic
temporary flooding. For downstream areas, impact analysis was based on the Chehalis River Basin Flood
Damage Reduction Project: Downstream Floodplain Wetland Analysis (Anchor QEA 2019c), which
looked how changes in downstream flood inundation area under both existing conditions and with the
proposed flood retention facility and Airport Levee Improvements in place could affect floodplain
wetlands.

6.2.3

Permanent and Temporary Impacts

Project impacts on wetlands and other waters would also have a duration. Permanent impacts would
remove or impair wetlands or other waters to such a degree that they would not return to their
preconstruction state during the EIS analysis period (2025 to 2080). Temporary impacts would result in
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short-term disturbance of wetlands and other waters but would not prevent the re-establishment of
conditions similar to those before the project in the affected areas.

6.3

No Action Alternative

The potential direct and indirect impacts of the No Action Alternative on wetlands and other waters in
the study area are summarized in the following sections.
Direct impacts on wetlands and other waters under the No Action Alternative would include low losses
in wetland and other water areas and loss of wetland functions and values from various development
projects that could be expected to occur in the upper Chehalis Basin. None of the projects or programs
currently planned for or permitted in the study area for the period between 2025 and 2080 would be
expected to have high direct negative impacts on wetlands or other waters. A number of projects
involve restoration and may provide benefits to wetlands and other waters in the study area. Any
project that would require the placement of dredged or fill material into a wetland or other water,
would need to obtain a DA Permit from the Corps under Section 404 of the CWA or Section 10 of the
Rivers and Harbors Act. Other state and local permits would also be required.
Future non-flood-damage-reduction-related projects such as residential, commercial, and industrial
development and transportation and utility system expansion/improvement, that may cause impacts on
wetlands and other waters are also likely to continue to occur in the study area and wider
Chehalis Basin. Such projects would also require federal, state, and local permits. As part of these
permits, measures to avoid and minimize impacts on wetlands and other waters would be required.
Compensatory mitigation to address unavoidable impacts would also be required and implemented,
reducing the net loss of wetland and other water area in the study area.
Indirect impacts on wetlands and other waters would occur under the No Action Alternative and would
be similar to those that occur under existing conditions. Throughout the period between 2025 and
2080, wetlands and other waters will continue to be indirectly impacted by projects that result in longterm changes in erosion and sedimentation processes, surface water flow patterns, land use, invasive
species colonization, and flood inundation depths and extents, among others. Overall, such impacts are
expected to be low and would be mitigated by the requirements of existing federal, state, and local
regulatory programs and policies.
Climate variability models for the Chehalis Basin (Section 5.5) predict increased levels of winter
precipitation and an increased frequency of extreme precipitation events driven by atmospheric river
storms. If such changes occur, the potential for severe erosion events on construction projects that
disturb soil in the study area would increase. Such increases would have a greater potential to directly
and indirectly affect wetlands and other waters on or adjacent to such projects. Standard construction
BMPs required by local, state, and federal agencies would likely reduce some of these potential impacts.
Climate variability models also predict a potential increase in the frequency of major floods. Such
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conditions may require the implementation of additional flood-reduction projects in the Chehalis Basin,
which could result in additional impacts on wetlands and other waters.

6.4

Alternative 1 (Proposed Project): Flood Retention
Expandable (FRE) Facility and Airport Levee
Improvements

The following sections describe the expected impacts on wetlands and other waters from construction
and operation of Alternative 1. Potential impacts are described by their likelihood and magnitude in the
context of anticipated permits and approvals.

6.4.1
6.4.1.1

Construction
FRE Facility

Direct construction impacts would include a medium loss of wetlands, other waters, and their
associated buffers primarily from excavation and placement of fill material to construct the FRE facility
and its associated features. Such impacts would be permanent. Flow diversion during construction
would also be required both within the Chehalis River and Mahaffey Creek and would result in medium
temporary impacts on those waters. High disturbance and degradation of the functions and values of
wetlands and other waters and their buffers in the temporary reservoir footprint would also occur from
large-scale tree removal. Although the affected wetlands would continue to exist in the reservoir
footprint, the changes in vegetation communities and their associated functions and values would be
permanent. In addition, other processes, such as stormwater runoff and construction equipment usage,
would also cause direct low impacts on wetlands, other waters, and their associated buffers.
Expected impacts are further described in the following sections.

6.4.1.1.1

Excavation and Fill Placement

Construction of the FRE facility would require excavation and placement of various types of fill material
(e.g., soil, gravel, roller-compacted concrete) into 1.23 acres of wetlands to construct the FRE structure,
staging and spoil areas, the construction access roads, and the on-site quarry access roads (Figures 6.4-1
and 6.4-2). Those impacts would be direct permanent impacts because the affected resources would
cease to exist following excavation and fill placement. All functions and values provided by those
wetlands would be lost. Overall, approximately 11% of the 10.86 acres of wetlands identified in the
FRE facility project area would be affected by direct fill activities during construction.
Table 6.4-1 provides a summary of the wetlands that would be affected by the various construction
activities. Tables 6.4-2 and 6.4-3 show the extent of wetland impacts by Cowardin and HGM wetland
type, respectively. Table 6.4-4 shows the extent of wetland impacts by wetland category. As indicated,
the majority of the wetlands that would be affected by the placement of fill for construction would be
PSS/PEM slope wetlands rated as Category III wetlands.
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Figure 6.4-1
Impacts to Wetlands and Other Waters from FRE Facility Construction
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Figure 6.4-2
Impacts to Wetlands and Other Waters from Haul Road Construction
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The wetland impacts that would occur as a result of the project are shown in Figures 6.4-1 and 6.4-2 and
summarized briefly as follows:

•

Four wetlands would be affected by the initial excavation and grading required to construct the
FRE structure (Figure 6.4-1). The vegetation and topsoil of those wetlands would be removed,
and the supporting hydrology sources would be eliminated. Three of those wetlands are
PSS/PEM slope wetlands, and one is a PEM/PSS depressional wetland. All four are rated as
Category III wetlands under the state’s wetland rating system. Three of the wetlands would
later be filled with roller-compacted concrete and other materials (e.g., soil, gravel, excavated
spoils) to construct the FRE structure, a construction staging area, and a spoil placement site.
Estimated wetland impact from those activities would be 0.66 acre.

•

Three wetlands would be completely filled by the placement of spoils excavated from the
FRE facility construction site (Figure 6.4-1). Those wetlands include a mix of PEM, PSS/PEM, and
PFO/PSS/PEM slope wetlands. All are rated as Category III wetlands under the state’s wetland
rating system. Estimated wetland impact from those activities would be 0.47 acre.

•

One wetland would be completely filled to construct a construction staging area (Figure 6.4-1).
Fill material would most likely be gravel and soil, but some concrete and asphalt could also be
used. The affected wetland is a PEM slope wetland that is rated as a Category III wetland by the
state’s wetland rating system. Estimated wetland impact from those activities would be
0.03 acre.

•

Three wetlands would be partially filled to construct/improve construction access and on-site
quarry haul roads (Figure 6.4-2). Fill material would likely include a combination of soil, gravel,
and rock road base and would be used to widen existing roadways, build new roadways, and
upgrade existing or install new culverts. Wetlands affected include a PEM slope wetland, a
PFO/PEM slope wetland, and a PFO/PSS/PEM depressional wetland. The PEM and PFO/PEM
wetlands are rated as Category III wetlands; the PFO/PSS/PEM wetland is rated as a Category II
wetland. Estimated wetland impact from those activities would be 0.07 acre.

Table 6.4-1
Permanent Direct Impacts on Wetlands from Excavation and Fill Placement for the Construction of the FRE
Facility

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY
Excavation-Grading/FRE Structure
Excavation-Grading/FRE Structure/Staging
Excavation-Grading/Spoil Placement
Excavation-Grading
Spoil Placement
Spoil Placement
Spoil Placement
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WETLAND TYPE
COWARDIN
HGM
CLASSIFICATION CLASSIFICATION
PSS/PEM
Slope
PSS/PEM
Slope
PSS/PEM
Slope
PSS/PEM
Depressional/Slope
PEM
Slope
PSS/PEM
Slope
PFO/PSS/PEM
Slope
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WETLAND
CATEGORY
III
III
III
III
III
III
III

IMPACT
AREA
(ACRES)
0.44
0.14
0.05
0.03
0.03
0.29
0.15
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WETLAND TYPE
COWARDIN
HGM
CLASSIFICATION CLASSIFICATION
PEM
Slope
PFO/PSS/PEM
Depressional
PEM
Slope
PFO/PEM
Slope

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY
Staging Area
Haul Road
Haul Road
Haul Road

WETLAND
CATEGORY
III
II
III
III
Total

IMPACT
AREA
(ACRES)
0.03
0.05
0.01
0.01
1.23

Table 6.4-2
Permanent Direct Wetland Impacts from Excavation and Fill Placement for Construction of the FRE Facility by
Cowardin Class
COWARDIN CLASS
PEM
PFO/PEM
PFO/PSS/PEM
PSS/PEM
Total

AREA (ACRES)
0.07
0.01
0.20
0.95
1.23

Table 6.4-3
Permanent Direct Wetland Impacts from Excavation and Fill Placement for Construction of the FRE Facility by
HGM Class
HGM CLASS
Slope
Depressional
Depressional/Slope
Total

AREA (ACRES)
1.15
0.05
0.03
1.23

Table 6.4-4
Permanent Direct Wetland Impacts from Excavation and Fill Placement for Construction of the FRE Facility by
Wetland Category
WETLAND CATEGORY
II
III
Total

AREA (ACRES)
0.05
1.18
1.23

Construction of the FRE facility would also require excavation and fill placement in the Chehalis River
channel and other unnamed streams and drainages. Such activities would be required for the construction
of the FRE structure, establishment of the staging and spoil placement areas, and improvement of the
construction access and haul roads (Figures 6.4-1 and 6.4-2; Table 6.4-5). Overall, a total of approximately
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5.42 acres of other waters would be directly affected by construction of the FRE facility both within the
temporary reservoir and for off-site haul and access roads.
Table 6.4-5
Permanent and Temporary Direct Impacts on Other Waters from Excavation and Fill Placement for the
Construction of the FRE Facility
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY
Cofferdams/Staging
Diversion Tunnel Inlet/Outlet
Dewatering
FRE Facility
Spoil Placement
Spoil Placement
Spoil Placement
Haul Road
Haul Road
Haul Road
Haul Road
Haul and Access Roads

WATER NAME
Chehalis River
Chehalis River
Chehalis River
Chehalis River
Unnamed Stream
Unnamed Stream
Unnamed Stream
Unnamed Stream
Unnamed Stream
Unnamed Stream
Unnamed Stream
Unnamed Streams

WATER TYPE
Perennial Stream
Perennial Stream
Perennial Stream
Perennial Stream
Intermittent Stream
Intermittent Stream
Intermittent Stream
Intermittent Stream
Intermittent Stream
Intermittent Stream
Intermittent Stream
Intermittent Streams
Total

IMPACT AREA
(ACRES)
0.61
0.36
2.16
1.55
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.08
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.60
5.42

Construction activities that would affect the Chehalis River and other streams within the temporary
reservoir include the following (total of 5.42 acres):

•

Placement of roller-compacted concrete, rock, gravel and other materials into 0.61 acre of the
Chehalis River channel to construct temporary cofferdams and instream staging areas

•

Excavation, grading, and placement of fill material into 0.36 acre of the Chehalis River channel to
construct the inlet and outlet of the diversion tunnel

•

Temporary dewatering of approximately 2.16 acres of the Chehalis River during the construction
period

•

Excavation, grading, and placement of rock, gravel, roller compacted concrete, and other
materials into approximately 1.55 acres of the Chehalis River channel to construct the FRE
facility structure

•

Placement of excavated material into 0.03 acre of unnamed intermittent streams located in
spoil placement areas

•

Placement of soil, rock, and gravel into 0.11 acre of intermittent streams to construct haul road
improvements within the temporary reservoir area

•

Placement of soil, rock, and gravel into 0.6 acre of intermittent stream to construct haul road
improvements outside of the temporary reservoir area
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Fill material placed for cofferdam construction and instream staging areas would eventually be removed
at the end of the construction period. Fill placed for the FRE facility structure, in spoil placement areas,
and for access and haul road improvements within the temporary reservoir area would be permanent
and would eliminate the natural elements of the river or stream channel in those locations.
Impacts on intermittent streams from spoil placement and staging area construction would likely re-route
the affected resources into pipes or culverts such that they would cease to exist in their current location
and configuration. Impacts associated with access roads would mostly likely involve culvert installation
and associated fill placement. Although flow conveyance would continue, the existing condition of the
channel in the location of the impact would be permanently altered.
Impacts on other waters would also be required to construct culverted road crossings for the off-site
quarry roads, temporary reservoir bypass road, and the off-site Huckleberry Ridge Quarry access road
(Figures 6.4-1 and 6.4-2). Those impacts would typically include the installation of new or extension of
existing culverts and the placement of soil, gravel, or rock fill. Because the engineering requirements of
these crossings (e.g., culvert size) have yet to be determined and because the stream type and condition
are not known for the off-site roads, it is not possible to provide an exact acreage for those impacts.
Based on a review of the delineation mapping for on-site roads and the National Hydrography Dataset
for off-site roads, approximately 262 crossings may be required. Assuming an average road width of
24 feet and an average stream width of 4 feet, an additional 0.6 acre of other waters could be affected
by the construction or improvement of culverted road crossings for on- and off-site access roads.
Because it is unlikely that all of the streams mapped by the National Hydrography Dataset would be
jurisdictional under federal, state, and local regulations, this impact estimate is likely higher than what
would occur if the project were constructed. It should also be noted that road crossing installation and
improvement would not completely remove those resources as flow would still be conveyed through
the culvert.
In addition to the wetland and other water impacts, fill placement for the construction of the FRE facility
would also completely remove approximately 11.12 acres of existing wetland and stream buffer. These
buffers are upland areas dominated by coniferous and deciduous trees and shrubs located on
moderately steep to steep slopes.

6.4.1.1.2

Flow Diversion

With the installation of the diversion tunnel and temporary cofferdams described in Section 6.4.1.1.1,
flow would be temporarily diverted from an approximately 1,165-linear-foot section of the Chehalis
River to provide a dewatered work area for FRE facility construction. This diversion would occur for the
duration of the 5-year construction period. The total area of stream channel affected by this diversion
would be approximately 3.28 acres. Of this, approximately 451 linear feet of river channel totaling
1.12 acres would be permanently replaced by the FRE facility structure (Section 6.1.1.1) and is included
within the footprint of the 1.55 acres of FRE facility impact in Table 6.4-5. The remaining 2.16 acres of
dewatered channel would be re-watered following the completion of FRE facility and is listed in
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Table 6.4-5. This area includes an approximately 264-linear-foot, 0.66-acre section upstream of the
FRE facility and a 450-linear-foot, 1.5-acre section downstream of the FRE facility. During the
dewatering period, these sections of the stream channel would no longer provide stream functions.
Overall, the proposed temporary flow diversion in the Chehalis River would be a medium temporary
impact.
In addition to the Chehalis River, temporary flow diversion during FRE facility construction would also
affect Mahaffey Creek. Mahaffey Creek is a perennial stream that enters the Chehalis River along the
left riverbank, just downstream from the proposed location of FRE facility and upstream of the proposed
location of the temporary downstream cofferdam (Figure 6.4-1). It is approximately 6 to 8 feet above
the OHWM of the Chehalis River and discharges to the river over a near vertical rock cliff as a small
waterfall. During construction, flow from Mahaffey Creek would need to be temporarily diverted to
prevent flow from entering the dewatered work area downstream of the FRE facility. Diversion of
Mahaffey Creek would most likely occur upstream of the stream’s confluence with the river via a pipe or
excavated diversion channel that would convey flow across the upland slope to a discharge point
located below the downstream cofferdam. This diversion would occur for the duration of the 5-year
construction period. During that time, the lower portion of Mahaffey Creek would no longer provide
stream functions. Once construction is completed, flow would be routed back into the existing stream
channel.

6.4.1.1.3

Tree Removal

Approximately 485 acres of trees would be removed from the proposed temporary reservoir footprint
under the revised pre-construction vegetation management assumptions (Anchor QEA 2019a). Tree
removal would occur in the two lowermost inundation zones established by the 2016 Pre-Construction
Vegetation Management Plan (Anchor QEA 2016). Those zones represent the portions of the temporary
reservoir between the elevations of 424 to 567 feet and 567 to 584 feet NAVD88 where the chance of
being flooded in a given year is 10% and 5%, respectively. Proposed tree removal in those areas would
cause high direct disturbance to wetlands, other waters, and their associated buffers. The expected
impacts on these resources from tree removal are further described in the following sections.
Wetland Impacts
Forested wetlands in areas where trees would be removed would be permanently converted to scrubshrub or emergent-dominated wetlands. Emergent and scrub-shrub wetlands located under forested
canopies would be affected by the removal of trees and the shading they provide, potentially causing a
change in the plant species present and making those areas more susceptible to colonization by invasive
species. Tree-removal equipment operating in wetlands would crush understory herbaceous and scrubshrub vegetation and potentially compact wetland soils. Surface and subsurface drainage patterns that
route water into wetlands would also be altered. Shallow groundwater flow would likely increase
throughout the area as trees are removed. Trees take up large amounts of water from the soil and
transfer it back to the atmosphere via evapotranspiration. They also intercept precipitation. Removal of
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trees would reduce both of those processes, increasing the amount of water in the upper portion of the
soil column and the amount of precipitation that reaches the ground. The resulting increase in surface
hydrology could alter the vegetation communities currently present in wetlands. Impacts of tree removal
on wetland functions and values could include a reduction in those wetland’s ability to provide
hydrologic, water quality improvement, and habitat functions.
Removal of trees would affect approximately 6.39 acres of wetlands in the two lowermost inundation
zones of the temporary reservoir (Table 6.4-6). Those impacts would affect approximately 59% of the
10.86 acres of wetland present in the flood retention facility project area.
Table 6.4-6
Tree Removal Impacts on Wetlands in the Temporary Reservoir Footprint
WETLAND TYPE

CONSTRUCTION
ACTIVITY
COWARDIN CLASS
HGM CLASS
BETWEEN ELEVATIONS OF 424 TO 567 FEET NAVD88
Tree Removal
PEM
Depressional/Slope

WETLAND
CATEGORY

IMPACT
DURATION

IMPACT
AREA
(ACRES)

III

Permanent

0.05

Tree Removal

PEM

Depressional

II

Permanent

0.07

Tree Removal

PEM

Depressional

III

Permanent

0.24

Tree Removal

PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.24

Tree Removal

PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.10

Tree Removal

PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.03

Tree Removal

PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.02

Tree Removal

PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.06

Tree Removal

PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.16

Tree Removal

PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.03

Tree Removal

PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.03

Tree Removal

PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.09

Tree Removal

PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.02

Tree Removal

PFO

Slope

III

Permanent

0.22

Tree Removal

PFO

Slope

III

Permanent

0.37

Tree Removal

PFO/PEM

Depressional/Slope

II

Permanent

0.24

Tree Removal

PFO/PEM

Depressional

II

Permanent

0.15

Tree Removal

PFO/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.17

Tree Removal

PFO/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.04

Tree Removal

PFO/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

PFO/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

PFO/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.01
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WETLAND TYPE
HGM CLASS
Slope

WETLAND
CATEGORY
III

IMPACT
DURATION
Permanent

IMPACT
AREA
(ACRES)
0.03

PFO/PSS

Depressional/Slope

II

Permanent

0.06

Tree Removal

PFO/PSS

Depressional/Slope

II

Permanent

0.1

Tree Removal

PFO/PSS

Depressional

II

Permanent

0.06

Tree Removal

PFO/PSS

Slope

III

Permanent

0.07

Tree Removal

PFO/PSS

Slope

III

Permanent

0.1

Tree Removal

PFO/PSS

Slope

III

Permanent

0.1

Tree Removal

PFO/PSS

Slope

III

Permanent

0.06

Tree Removal

PFO/PSS

Slope

III

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

PFO/PSS

Slope

III

Permanent

0.03

Tree Removal

PFO/PSS/PEM

Depressional/Slope

II

Permanent

0.58

Tree Removal

PFO/PSS/PEM

Depressional/Slope

II

Permanent

1.09

Tree Removal

PFO/PSS/PEM

Depressional

II

Permanent

0.17

Tree Removal

PFO/PSS/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.26

Tree Removal

PSS

Slope

III

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

PSS/PEM

Depressional

II

Permanent

0.18

Tree Removal

PSS/PEM

Depressional

II

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

PSS/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.07

Tree Removal

PSS/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.03

Tree Removal

PSS/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.04

Tree Removal

PSS/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.09

Tree Removal

PSS/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

PSS/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.02

Tree Removal

PSS/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

PSS/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

PSS/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

PSS/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

PSS/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.02

Tree Removal

PSS/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.05

Tree Removal

PSS/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.02

CONSTRUCTION
ACTIVITY
Tree Removal

COWARDIN CLASS
PFO/PEM

Tree Removal

Subtotal

5.71

BETWEEN ELEVATIONS OF 567 AND 584 FEET NAVD88
Tree Removal
PEM
Slope

III

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

PFO

Slope

III

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

PFO/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

PFO/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

PFO/PSS

Slope

III

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

PFO/PSS

Slope

III

Permanent

0.01
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WETLAND TYPE
HGM CLASS
Slope

WETLAND
CATEGORY
III

IMPACT
DURATION
Permanent

IMPACT
AREA
(ACRES)
0.07

PFO/PSS

Slope

III

Permanent

0.02

Tree Removal

PSS

Slope

III

Permanent

0.1

Tree Removal

PSS

Slope

III

Permanent

0.03

Tree Removal

PSS/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.12

Tree Removal

PSS/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

PSS/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.04

Tree Removal

PSS/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

PSS/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

PSS/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

PSS/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.02

Tree Removal

PSS/PEM

Slope

III

Permanent

0.18

CONSTRUCTION
ACTIVITY
Tree Removal

COWARDIN CLASS
PFO/PSS

Tree Removal

Subtotal

0.68

TOTAL

6.39

Note:
All impacts less than 0.01 acre were rounded up to 0.01 acre.

Tables 6.4-7 and 6.4-8 provide a breakdown of the wetland types that would be directly affected by tree
removal activities based on Cowardin and HGM class, respectively. As indicated, the most common
types of wetland in the temporary reservoir footprint are PFO/PSS/PEM and slope wetlands. Overall,
the 4.07 acres of wetlands with a forested component (i.e., PFO, PFO/PEM, PFO/PSS, and PFO/PSS/PEM
wetlands) are likely to see the most changes. Slope wetlands would likely be more susceptible to
surface disturbance during tree removal as the majority of their hydrology comes from shallow
groundwater flow. As shown in Table 6.4-9, tree removal activities would impact both Category II
(2.71 acres) and III (3.68 acres) wetlands. The ratings assigned to many of these wetlands may drop to
the next lowest category following tree removal.
Table 6.4-7
Estimated Impacts on Wetlands from Tree Removal for Construction of the FRE Facility by Cowardin Class
COWARDIN CLASS
PEM
PFO
PFO/PEM
PFO/PSS
PFO/PSS/PEM
PSS
PSS/PEM
Total

AREA (ACRES)
1.2
0.6
0.68
0.69
2.1
0.14
0.98
6.39
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Table 6.4-8
Estimated Impact on Wetlands from Tree Removal for Construction of the FRE Facility by HGM Class
HGM CLASS
Slope
Depressional
Depressional/Slope
Total

AREA (ACRES)
3.38
0.89
2.12
6.39

Table 6.4-9
Estimated Impacts on Wetlands from Tree Removal for Construction of the FRE Facility by Wetland Category
CATEGORY
II
III
Total

AREA (ACRES)
2.71
3.68
6.39

Other Water Impacts
Proposed tree removal in areas adjacent to the Chehalis River and other streams would remove vegetation
from the channel banks. This would affect the temperature of the water carried by the waterway and
destabilize the stream banks, causing increased potential for erosion and sedimentation and the potential
for stream channel widening. Potential impacts on stream water quality and geomorphic process are
addressed in the discipline report for water quantity and quality (Corps 2020a) and the discipline report for
geomorphology (Corps 2020b). Tree removal would also degrade riparian habitat and reduce the
waterways ability to provide stream-related functions and values including flood storage, flow attenuation,
water quality improvement, and fish and wildlife habitat. Potential project impacts on terrestrial and
aquatic habitats are addressed in the discipline report for terrestrial species and habitat (Corps 2020c) and
the discipline report for aquatic species and habitat (Corps 2020d), respectively.
Approximately 93.65 acres of other waters would be affected by tree clearing activities in the temporary
reservoir (Table 6.4-10). These impacts are broken out by named waters and drainage subbasins in
Table 6.4-11. Overall, approximately 82% of the total 113.59 acres of other waters present in the flood
retention facility project area would be affected by tree removal in the temporary reservoir footprint.
Table 6.4-10
Tree Removal Impacts on Other Waters in the Temporary Reservoir Footprint
IMPACT
AREA
(ACRES)

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY WATER NAME
BETWEEN ELEVATIONS OF 424 TO 567 FEET NAVD88
Tree Removal
Chehalis River

WATER TYPE

IMPACT
DURATION

Perennial Stream

Permanent

77.48

Tree Removal

Perennial Stream

Permanent

8.97

Crim Creek
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IMPACT
AREA
(ACRES)
0.01

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY
Tree Removal

WATER NAME
Rogers Creek

WATER TYPE
Perennial Stream

IMPACT
DURATION
Permanent

Tree Removal

Hull Creek

Perennial Stream

Permanent

0.34

Tree Removal

Big Creek

Perennial Stream

Permanent

0.23

Tree Removal

Lester Creek

Perennial Stream

Permanent

1.17

Tree Removal

Browns Creek

Perennial Stream

Permanent

0.17

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.11

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.09

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.07

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.06

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.05

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.05

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.04

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.04

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.04

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.04

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.03

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.03

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.03

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.03

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.03

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.03

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.03

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.03

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.02

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.02

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.02

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.02

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.02

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.02

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.02

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.02

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01
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IMPACT
AREA
(ACRES)
0.01

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY
Tree Removal

WATER NAME
Unnamed Stream

WATER TYPE
Intermittent Stream

IMPACT
DURATION
Permanent

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Subtotal

89.76

BETWEEN ELEVATIONS OF 567 AND 584 FEET NAVD88
Tree Removal
Chehalis River

Perennial Stream

Permanent

1.23

Tree Removal

Crim Creek

Perennial Stream

Permanent

0.84

Tree Removal

Rogers Creek

Perennial Stream

Permanent

0.12

Tree Removal

Big Creek

Perennial Stream

Permanent

0.21
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IMPACT
AREA
(ACRES)
0.1

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY
Tree Removal

WATER NAME
Hull Creek

WATER TYPE
Perennial Stream

IMPACT
DURATION
Permanent

Tree Removal

Lester Creek

Perennial Stream

Permanent

0.47

Tree Removal

Browns Creek

Perennial Stream

Permanent

0.2

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.05

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.04

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.03

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.02

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.02

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01
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IMPACT
AREA
(ACRES)
0.01

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY
Tree Removal

WATER NAME
Unnamed Stream

WATER TYPE
Intermittent Stream

IMPACT
DURATION
Permanent

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Tree Removal

Unnamed Stream

Intermittent Stream

Permanent

0.01

Subtotal
TOTAL

3.89
93.65

Note:
All impacts less than 0.01 acre were rounded up to 0.01 acre.
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Table 6.4-11
Estimated Impacts on Other Waters from Tree Removal for Construction of the FRE Facility by Stream and
WATER NAME
Chehalis River
Crim Creek
Roger Creek
Unnamed Streams and Drainages – Upper Chehalis Basin
Unnamed Streams and Drainages – Big Creek Basin
Unnamed Streams and Drainages – Browns Creek Basin
Unnamed Streams and Drainages – Crim Creek Basin
Unnamed Streams and Drainages – Hull Creek Basin
Unnamed Streams and Drainages – Lester Creek Basin
Total

AREA (ACRES)
78.71
9.81
0.13
1.45
0.44
0.38
0.48
0.5
1.75
93.65

Wetland and Stream Buffer Impacts
Tree removal in wetland and stream buffer areas would result in many of the same impacts as tree
removal in wetlands and adjacent to other waters. Approximately 340.44 acres of wetland and stream
buffers in the temporary reservoir footprint would be affected by tree removal. Those impacts would
affect about 90% of the existing 487.03 acres of existing wetland and stream buffers located in the flood
retention facility project area.

6.4.1.1.4

Other Activities

Construction of the FRE facility would result in low impacts on wetlands and other waters from such
processes as erosion and sedimentation, accidental chemical releases, changes in surface water flow
patterns, and the introduction and spread of invasive species. Most of those potential impacts are
related to stormwater runoff from construction staging and spoil placement areas. Such runoff could
carry sediments and other materials into wetlands or other waters that occur adjacent to or downslope
from those areas. The potential for such impacts to occur could be reduced by the implementation and
maintenance of standard erosion control best management practices (BMPs) for construction. Use of
such BMPs would likely be required by the federal, state, and local permits that would need to be issued
for the project.
During construction, impacts on wetlands and other waters could also come from accidental releases or
spills of fuel, vehicle fluids or liquid construction materials (e.g., paint, solvents) into or upslope of
wetlands, streams, ditches, or similar waterbodies. Standard BMPs for construction vehicle usage would
reduce the potential occurrence of these types of impacts. Examples of such BMPs include using
dedicated fueling areas with containment around fuel storage tanks and impervious fueling areas;
regularly inspecting vehicles to identify and repair potential fluid leaks; preparing and maintaining
required spill prevention, control, and countermeasures plans; and regularly washing vehicles in
dedicated wash areas where the wash water is collected for reuse and eventual transport to off-site
disposal areas.
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Other construction-related impacts on wetlands and other waters could include the alteration of nonchannelized surface and subsurface flow pathways by staging areas, spoil stockpiles, and access roads.
Such sites have the potential to block overland flow and groundwater interflow from reaching
downslope wetlands and other waters, potentially affecting their supporting hydrology. Those types of
impacts could be reduced by maintaining overland flow routes using culverts or bypass piping.
Another impact that could occur during construction is the introduction and spread of invasive species in
wetlands and other waters adjacent to construction areas. Invasive species plant materials and seeds
could be transported onto and within the project site by construction equipment brought in from other
areas where invasive species are present. Workers could also inadvertently spread invasive species if
their boots, clothing, or tools carry invasive species seeds or other plant parts. Standard weed control
BMPs would help reduce the occurrence of these types of impacts.

6.4.1.1.5

Climate Variability

Under the climate variability models discussed in Section 5.5, winter precipitation is projected to
increase along with the frequency of extreme precipitation events driven by atmospheric rivers. Winter
and spring flooding are also expected to become more frequent in the upper Chehalis River Basin. Such
conditions would increase the potential for erosion and sedimentation impacts on wetlands and other
waters in the FRE facility project area during construction. Implementation of stormwater and erosion
control measures could reduce some of those impacts but may need to be maintained or replaced more
frequently in response to the increased occurrence and intensity of larger storms. Drainage features
along roads and in construction areas may also need more frequent maintenance or repair to address
erosion, sedimentation, and potential damage caused by larger storm events. There would also be a
higher potential for damage to the flow diversion structures in the Chehalis River and Mahaffey Creek
due to the projected increase in the frequency of high flows.

6.4.1.2

Airport Levee Improvements

The Airport Levee Improvements project would result in a medium loss of wetland area and associated
functions and values. Such impacts would result from widening the existing levee base to accommodate
the Airport Levee Improvements proposed under Alternative 1. No direct impacts on non-wetland other
waters would occur as part of the Airport Levee Improvements project.
Although the majority of the existing levee base was widened in 2014 under Phase 1A of Lewis County’s
Centralia-Chehalis Airport Levee Project, several areas of the levee still require widening (Elsea 2014).
Those areas were avoided during the Phase 1A project because widening work would have encroached
into potentially jurisdictional wetlands and the excavated drainage ditch that runs along the internal
face of the levee. During the Phase 1A project, temporary block retaining walls were installed in those
areas to keep fill material out of wetlands and the ditch. To facilitate the improvements proposed under
the project alternatives, the levee would need to be widened in those locations.
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Based on the locations of the temporary retaining walls and the presumption that the airport would
prefer to maintain a linear drainage ditch near the levee base, it is assumed that the existing ditch would
need to be relocated (Figure 6.4-3). It is assumed that the majority of the existing ditch, which was
mapped as Wetlands C, D, and F during Anchor QEA’s 2019 wetland delineation (Anchor QEA 2019b),
would be filled with structural fill sufficient to support the levee base. A new ditch would then be
constructed to the south and east of the existing ditch. Such activities are expected to affect up to
4.54 acres of a mixed PEM, PSS, and PUB/depressional wetland (Table 6.4-12). Impacts would affect
approximately 3.96 acres of Category II wetland and 0.58 acre of Category III wetlands. The remaining
portions of the Airport Levee Improvements project would not require impacts on wetlands.
Table 6.4-12
Summary of Direct Impacts on Wetlands from Fill Placement for Airport Levee Improvements

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY
Drainage ditch relocation
Drainage ditch relocation
Drainage ditch relocation

WETLAND TYPE
COWARDIN
CLASS
HGM CLASS
PSS/PEM/PUB Depressional
PSS/PEM
Depressional
PEM
Depressional

WETLAND
CATEGORY
II
III
III

IMPACT
DURATION
Permanent2
Permanent2
Permanent2
Total

IMPACT
AREA
(ACRES)
3.961
0.491
0.09
4.54

Notes:
3. Wetland extends outside Airport Levee Improvements study area boundary.
4. Although the existing ditch and wetlands would be permanently filled, it is assumed that a new ditch would be constructed to the south and
east.

In addition to wetland impacts, construction of the Airport Levee Improvements would also cause
medium impacts on wetland buffers. Approximately 16.61 acres of existing wetland buffers would be
affected to a medium degree by levee base-widening activities.
Other construction-related impacts on wetlands at the Airport Levee Improvements project area could
include increased sedimentation and erosion, accidental chemical releases, and the spread of invasive
species. As with the FRE facility, implementation of standard construction BMPs for erosion control,
equipment usage, and site management would result in low impacts on wetlands or other waters at the
Airport Levee Improvements project area.
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Figure 6.4-3
Impacts on Wetlands from Airport Levee Improvements
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6.4.1.2.1

Climate Variability

Projected increases in winter precipitation levels and the frequency of extreme precipitation events
would increase the potential for direct erosion and sedimentation impacts on wetlands and other
waters in the construction area. Implementation of stormwater and erosion control measures could
reduce some of those impacts but may need to be maintained or replaced more frequently in response
to the increased occurrence and intensity of larger storms.

6.4.2
6.4.2.1

Operations
FRE Facility

Operation of the FRE facility would result in medium indirect impacts on wetlands, other waters, and their
associated buffers upstream of the FRE structure. Upstream wetlands and other waters would primarily
be affected by periodic prolonged inundation when the FRE facility is retaining water during major and
catastrophic floods. Under such conditions, inundation of the temporary reservoir footprint is expected
to last up to 32 days as the reservoir is drawn down following a flood event (Anchor QEA 2019e).
Prolonged inundation has the potential to damage or impair the growth of vegetation both within and
adjacent to wetland areas, in riparian zones, and in uplands. Vegetation death from inundation would
alter the structure of wetlands and other waters and affect their ability to perform or provide ecological
functions and values. This would primarily happen in areas where dying trees and shrubs are replaced
with emergent vegetation and seedlings.
Most of the existing native woody species in the temporary reservoir footprint have limited tolerance to
prolonged flooding. For example, significant mortality of species like Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii)
and cascara (Rhamnus purshiana) typically occurs after only a few days of inundation (Whitlow and
Harris 1979; Wenger 1984). Other species, like red alder, big leaf maple (Acer macrophyllum), and
western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla), are more tolerant, but would likely succumb after 30 or more
days of prolonged inundation (Whitlow and Harris 1979; Wenger 1984). Western redcedar and willows
(Salix spp.) would likely survive under even longer inundation periods. Herbaceous vegetation is also
likely to be adversely affected by prolonged inundation. Most flooding would occur during the late fall
and winter when plants are often dormant or experiencing a slower growth period. Accordingly, the
potential effects of prolonged inundation on vegetation from FRE facility operation could be less than
what might occur if flooding occurred during the period of more active plant growth.
Wetlands and other waters upstream of the FRE facility in the temporary reservoir area could also be
occasionally buried by potential landslides triggered during drawdown of the temporary reservoir pool
and by sediment deposition from retained floodwaters. Over time, material deposited by landslides and
sedimentation would replace the existing substrates of such resources and could alter the composition
of wetland vegetation communities. Wetland functions such as water storage would also be affected as
shallow depressional wetlands are filled in with accumulated sediment. Such impacts would most likely
affect those wetlands located closest to the FRE facility and in the lowermost portions of the temporary
reservoir.
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Approximately 5.71 acres of wetlands and 89.76 acres of other waters in the lowermost inundation zone
(between 424 and 567 feet NAVD88) would be the most susceptible to impacts from periodic prolonged
inundation of the temporary reservoir. That zone would likely be inundated for up to 25 days once
every 10 years (Anchor QEA 2016). Approximately 0.68 acre of wetlands and 3.89 acres of other waters
in the next higher inundation zone (between 567 to 584 feet NAVD88) could also be affected, although
to a lesser degree due to less frequent periods of inundation. That zone would likely be inundated for
up to 4 days once every 20 years (Anchor QEA 2016).
Although they would be inundated for much shorter periods, wetlands and other waters in the upper
two inundation zones of the temporary reservoir could also be affected by periodic inundation during
impoundment events. Approximately 1.77 acre of wetlands and 11.80 acre of other waters occur in the
inundation zone between 584 and 612 fee NAVD88. That zone has a 1% chance of being flooded in a
given year and would likely be inundated for up to 1 day once every 100 years. The uppermost
inundation zone occurs between 612 to 627 feet NAVD88. That zone contains approximately 1.46 acres
of wetlands and 7.33 acres of other waters. It has a <1% change of being flooded in any given year with
inundation lasting less than a day when flooded.
Wetland and stream buffers in the temporary reservoir inundation zones would also be affected by
periodic prolonged inundation. The largest impacts would likely in those buffers located in the two
lowermost inundation zones, which would be under water for between 4 to 25 days. Those areas
include approximately 294.13 acres of buffer between 424 and 567 feet NAVD88 and 46.32 acres of
buffer between 567 to 584 feet NAVD88. An additional 146.59 acre of wetland and stream buffers in
the upper most inundation zones (between 584 and 627 feet NAVD88) would also be subject to impacts
from periodic inundation. Those zones could be inundated for up to 1 day once every 100 years (Anchor
QEA 2016). Impacts related to inundation would be more pronounced if the upper Chehalis Basin
experiences back-to-back floods where the FRE facility is in operation. Overall, impacts from FRE facility
operation on upstream wetlands and other waters are expected to be medium.

6.4.2.2

Airport Levee Improvements

Operation activities on the Airport Levee Improvements project site would be limited to routine levee
maintenance and regular levee inspections. Although vegetation in the wetland buffer would be
temporarily affected by such maintenance activities as mowing and weed control, no impact on
wetlands are expected to occur.
The improved levee would prevent the flooding of the airport during catastrophic floods, which would
otherwise inundate the airport operations area under the No Action Alternative. This reduction in
inundation under catastrophic flood conditions would reduce the hydrological contributions of overbank
flooding to existing wetlands located behind the levee. However, heavy precipitation during such events
would still collect behind the levee and provide hydrology for the wetlands in those locations. As such,
the presence of the improved levee is not expected to indirectly impact the hydrology of those
wetlands.
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6.4.2.2.1

Climate Variability

Wetland impacts from operation of the Airport Levee Improvements project site are not expected to be
affected by climate variability.

6.4.2.3

Chehalis River 100-Year Floodplain

Operation of the FRE facility also has the potential to impact wetlands, other waters, and their
associated buffers in the Chehalis River 100-year floodplain downstream of the FRE structure. Under
major and catastrophic flood conditions, the FRE facility would reduce the flood inundation extent and
depth in portions of the downstream floodplain. As a result, some wetlands and other waters located in
the floodplain would experience a reduction in inundation from overbank flow during such floods.
The FRE facility would not operate below the level of a predicted major flood, which has a recurrence
interval of approximately once every 7 years. Accordingly, the FRE facility would not prevent overbank
flooding generated by smaller, more frequent floods from inundating floodplain wetlands located
between the river channel and approximate edge of the 7-year flood inundation extent. Those areas,
and the wetlands and other waters within them, would continue to be regularly inundated by smaller,
more frequent floods as they would under the No Action Alternative. As such, there would be no impact
on wetlands and other waters in those areas of the floodplain.
For larger floods with a recurrence interval of 7 years or more, however, operation of the FRE facility
would change flooding in wetlands and other waters in the outer portion of the floodplain. Areas
located beyond the edge of the 7-year flood inundation extent are most likely to be affected by such
changes. Those portions of the floodplain are only inundated during major or larger floods. Wetlands
typically need water for 2 weeks of the growing season every year to exist so wetlands in these areas are
not reliant on flooding for hydrology. Therefore, no wetlands would be eliminated due to lack of water
in those locations. However, because the FRE facility would retain water during events that would flood
those areas, the extent and depth of inundation in those wetlands and other waters would be less than
under the No Action Alternative. Operation of the FRE facility would not completely eliminate flooding
in those areas, as flows with the potential to generate major and catastrophic flooding in the
Chehalis River can originate from other tributaries in the upper Chehalis Basin (e.g., Skookumchuck and
Newaukum rivers).
Table 6.4-13 shows the expected changes in flood inundation extent in the study area for both the
10- and 100-year floods under the project alternatives. The 10-year flood was used as a substitute for
the 7-year flood because their inundation areas are similar. The 10-year is also a more commonly
modeled flood. The No Action Alternative represents existing conditions, while Alternatives 1 and 2
represent the proposed conditions (flood retention facility in place and operational). As indicated,
Alternatives 1 and 2 are expected to reduce the 10-year flood inundation extent in the study area by
about 2,842 acres (10%) and the 100-year flood inundation extent in the study area by about 4,083
acres (11%).
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Table 6.4-13
Study Area Flood Inundation Under the No Action and Proposed Action Alternatives
FLOOD
10-Year
100-Year

MODELED INUNDATION AREA (ACRES)
NO ACTON ALTERNATIVES 1 AND 2
28,445
25,603
37,086
33,003

ESTIMATED CHANGE IN INUNDATION
ACRES
% CHANGE
2,842
10%
4,083
11%

Tables 6.4-14 and 6.4-15 show the estimated change in downstream floodplain wetland inundation in
the study area by operation of the FRE facility during a 10-year flood based on NWI and 2011 Modeled
Wetland Inventory mapping. With the FRE facility in operation, between 223 and 373 acres of
floodplain wetlands would no longer be inundated by a 10-year flood that originates in the Willapa Hills.
This equates to an overall reduction in floodplain wetland inundation of between of between 3.6% and
3.8%. Those areas could still receive overbank flooding from major or catastrophic flood flows that
originate in other sub-basins of the upper Chehalis Basin.
Table 6.4-14
2018 National Wetlands Inventory Wetlands in the Study Area that Are Inundated by 10-Year Flood

WETLAND COVER CLASS
Palustrine Forested Wetland
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub Wetland
Palustrine Emergent Wetland
Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore
Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom
Palustrine Aquatic Bed
Riverine
Total

WETLAND AREA INUNDATED
(ACRES)
EXISTING
PROPOSED
CONDITIONS CONDITIONS
1,395
1,342
578
570
1,849
1,754
2
1
289
279
28
28
2,073
2,017
6,214
5,991
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ESTIMATED CHANGE IN
INUNDATED AREA
ACRES
-53
-8
-95
-1
-10
0
-56
-223

% CHANGE
3.8%
1.3%
5.1%
50%
3.5%
0%
2.7%
3.6%
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Table 6.4-15
Washington Department of Ecology 2011 Modeled Wetland Inventory Wetlands in the Study Area that Are
Inundated by 10-Year Flood

WETLAND COVER CLASS
Potentially Disturbed Wetlands
Palustrine Forested Wetland
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub Wetland
Palustrine Emergent Wetland
Unconsolidated Shore
Water
Palustrine Aquatic Bed
Total

WETLAND AREA INUNDATED
(ACRES)
EXISTING
PROPOSED
CONDITIONS CONDITIONS
2,875
2,725
1,320
1,267
1,589
1,540
2,707
2,601
155
153
1,235
1,222
17
17
9,898
9,525

ESTIMATED CHANGE IN
INUNDATED AREA
ACRES
-150
-53
-49
-106
-2
-12
0
-373

% CHANGE
5.2%
4.0%
3.1%
3.9%
1.3%
1.0%
0%
3.8%

Tables 6.4-16 and 6.4-17 show the estimated change in downstream floodplain wetland inundation in
the study area by operation of the FRE facility during a 100-year flood based on NWI and 2011 Modeled
Wetland Inventory mapping. With the FRE facility in operation, between 344 and 532 acres of
floodplain wetlands would no longer be inundated by a 100-year flood that originates in the Willapa
Hills. This equates to an overall change in floodplain wetland inundation of around 5%. Those areas
could still receive overbank flooding from major or catastrophic flood flows that originate in other subbasins of the upper Chehalis Basin.
Table 6.4-16
2018 National Wetlands Inventory Wetlands in the Study Area that Are Inundated by 100-Year Flood

WETLAND COVER CLASS
Palustrine Forested Wetland
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub Wetland
Palustrine Emergent Wetland
Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore
Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom
Palustrine Aquatic Bed
Riverine
Total

WETLAND AREA INUNDATED
(ACRES)
EXISTING
PROPOSED
CONDITIONS CONDITIONS
1,579
1,503
648
601
2,160
2,006
2
2
313
299
28
28
2,134
2,081
6,864
6,519
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ESTIMATED CHANGE IN
INUNDATED AREA
ACRES
-76
-47
-154
0
-14
0
-53
-344

% CHANGE
4.8%
7.3%
7.1%
0%
4.5%
0%
2.5%
5.0%
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Table 6.4-17
Washington Department of Ecology 2011 Modeled Wetland Inventory Wetlands in the Study Area that Are
Inundated by 100-Year Flood

WETLAND COVER CLASS
Potentially Disturbed Wetlands
Palustrine Forested Wetland
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub Wetland
Palustrine Emergent Wetland
Unconsolidated Shore
Water
Palustrine Aquatic Bed
Total

WETLAND AREA INUNDATED
(ACRES)
EXISTING
PROPOSED
CONDITIONS CONDITIONS
3,241
3,074
1,515
1,402
1,756
1,664
3,033
2,897
156
155
1,262
1,239
17
17
10,980
10,448

ESTIMATED CHANGE IN
INUNDATED AREA
ACRES
-167
-113
-92
-136
-1
-23
0
-532

% CHANGE
5.2%
7.5%
5.2%
4.5%
0.6%
1.8%
0%
4.8%

Based on the NWI and 2011 Modeled Wetland Inventory mapping, most of the wetlands that would be
impacted by these changes in flood inundation are classified as PEM and potentially disturbed wetlands.
Those wetlands primarily occur along the section of the Chehalis River mainstem located between
RM 108 and the Skookumchuck River confluence (Anchor QEA 2019c).
Although the contribution of overbank flooding to several hundred acres of wetlands in the outer
portions of the floodplain would be significantly reduced by operation of the FRE facility, widespread
wetland loss is not expected to occur. Wetlands located in those portions of the floodplain only receive
overbank flow during major or catastrophic flood events, which occur once every 7 to 100 years on
average, respectively. Accordingly, those wetlands are not reliant on overbank flooding for their
hydrology. Rather, they are supported by other hydrologic sources such as groundwater, surface flow,
and direct precipitation. While occasional flood inundation does provide supplemental water to such
wetlands, it is not required for those areas to continue to exist as wetlands. Occasional flooding may
facilitate changes in wetland characteristics by causing natural disturbance in those areas. For example,
occasional flooding may result in the deposition of sediments and woody debris into such wetlands or
may alter wetland vegetation communities by killing plants that have low flood tolerance. The
reduction of such flooding would potentially reduce these types of natural disturbances. Over time, the
reduction of such flood-induced natural disturbance could alter wetland characteristics and result some
low changes in the functions that they provide.

6.4.2.3.1

Climate Variability

Under the climate variability projections described in Section 5.5, both winter precipitation and extreme
precipitation events are expected to increase in the future. In response to such conditions, flooding in
the upper Chehalis River Basin is also likely to increase, including the occurrence of major and
catastrophic floods. Such conditions could result in the FRE facility retaining water more frequently than
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under current climate conditions. Accordingly, the potential for wetlands and other water upstream of
the FRE structure to be affected by prolonged inundation and sediment deposition could increase.
Flood retention impacts on wetland and other waters downstream of the FRE facility could also
increase.

6.5

Alternative 2: Flood Retention Only (FRO) Facility and
Airport Levee Improvements

The following sections describe the potential for impacts on wetlands and other waters to occur under
Alternative 2 relative to Alternative 1. Potential impacts are described by their likelihood and
magnitude in the context of anticipated permits and approvals.

6.5.1

Construction

Construction of Alternative 2 would result in the same level of impact on wetlands as Alternative 1.
Although the footprint of the FRO facility would be smaller, fill placement would still affect the same
number and area of wetlands as the FRE facility (Figures 6.4-1 and 6.4-2). The same construction staging
area, spoil sites, quarries, and access road would be used for FRO facility construction, resulting in the
same level of impact on wetlands from such activities. The extent of the temporary reservoir for the
FRO facility is also the same as the FRE facility and would require the same area of tree clearing.
Accordingly, wetland impacts associated with vegetation removal would be the same as Alternative 1.
The construction-related impacts of Alternative 2 on other waters would be similar but slightly less than
those that would occur with Alternative 1. Because the footprint of the FRO facility would be slightly
smaller than the FRE facility, fill placement impacts on the Chehalis River from construction of the
downstream stilling basin would be approximately 0.21 acre less than what would occur with the
FRE facility (Figures 6.4-1 and 6.4-2). All other construction impacts on other waters from fill placement,
flow diversion, tree vegetation removal and other construction activities would be the same as those
that would occur with Alternative 1.
Alternative 2 would have the same level and types of impacts on wetland and stream buffers as
Alternative 1. Although Alternative 2 impacts on waters would be slightly less, the same area of buffer
would need to be disturbed to perform project construction.

6.5.2

Operations

The operational impacts of Alternative 2 on wetlands, other waters, and their associated buffers would
be the same as those identified under Alternative 1.
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7 REQUIRED PERMITS AND APPROVALS
This section provides a list of anticipated permits and approvals specific to the protection of wetlands
and other waters. The permits and approvals listed in this section are generally associated with the
impacts identified in Chapter 6. Relevant best management practices, development standards, or other
actions that would be required by these regulations and/or permits are also provided.

7.1

Federal

Federal permits would include the following:

•

CWA Section 404 Permit (Corps). Construction of Alternatives 1 and 2 would affect wetlands
and other waters. A DA permit under CWA Section 404 would be required. This permit requires
demonstration of avoidance and minimization, an alternatives analysis and selection of the least
environmentally damaging practicable alternative, and compensatory mitigation for
unavoidable impacts.

•

CWA Section 401 Water Quality Certification (Ecology). This certification would be required to
ensure that the proposed project would not violate state water quality standards.

•

CWA Section 402 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System, Construction Stormwater
General Permit (Ecology). Construction of Alternatives 1 and 2 would disturb 1 acre or more of
land through clearing, grading, excavating, or stockpiling fill material. This action requires a
Construction Stormwater General Permit. This permit requires the preparation of a Stormwater
Pollution Prevention Plan and temporary erosion and sediment control plan to identify BMPs to
reduce impacts from construction stormwater.

7.2

State

State of Washington permits would include the following:

•

Hydraulic Project Approval (WDFW). Construction of the proposed project would occur in or
near the Chehalis River, a water of the state, which requires a hydraulic project approval. This
permit would specify conditions of construction, such as timing of in-water work and monitoring
requirements.

•

Aquatic Use Authorization (WDNR). Activities that occur in or on state-owned aquatic lands
may require an Aquatic Use Authorization (e.g., Aquatic Lands Lease) from WDNR. Aquatic Use
Authorizations are legal contracts, not permits. These contracts specify the terms and
conditions of the use and allow certain property rights to the lessee in exchange for rent.
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7.3

Local

Local permits would include the following:

•

Shoreline Substantial Development Permit (Lewis County). The proposed project would
involve new development in the shoreline area of the Chehalis River that is regulated by the
Washington State Shoreline Management Act and the Lewis County Shoreline Master Program.
This action would require a Shoreline Substantial Development Permit.

•

Land Use Permit (Lewis County). This permit is required for land development actions or
changes in land use in Lewis County. Permit would require compliance with Lewis County’s
critical areas ordinance.

•

Fill and Grade Permit (Lewis County). This permit is required for construction projects that
require movement of earth in Lewis County. The permit requires consideration of erosion and
sedimentation to surface waters in the vicinity of the project.

•

Floodplain Development Permit (Lewis County). Lewis County requires this permit for
development within the 100-year floodplain. The applicant must evaluate whether the
proposed project would affect the flood elevation associated with the 100-year floodplain.

•

Earthmoving Permit (City of Chehalis). This permit is required of construction projects that
require movement of earth or clearing in the City of Chehalis. The permit requires consideration
of erosion and sedimentation to surface waters in the vicinity of the project.

•

Land Use Permit (City of Chehalis). This permit is required for land development actions or
changes in land use in the City of Chehalis. The permit would require compliance with the City
of Chehalis’s critical areas ordinance.

•

Flood Permit (City of Chehalis). The City of Chehalis requires this permit for development
within the 100-year floodplain. The applicant must evaluate whether the proposed project
would affect the flood elevation associated with the 100-year floodplain.
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8 MITIGATION
This section identifies potential mitigation measures to address potential high impacts that would
remain after implementation of best management practices or other conditions that would be required
to meet the standards set forth in Section 4 as implemented through the permits and approvals listed in
Section 8.
At the present time, fill placement and vegetation clearing impacts appear to be the most significant
project impacts on wetlands and other waters. Potential mitigation strategies for wetland and other
water impacts from fill placement and vegetation removal include the following:

•

Purchasing compensatory wetland or stream mitigation credits from an agency-approved bank
that services the flood retention facility and Airport Levee Improvements project areas

•

Creating new wetlands or restoring degraded or converted wetlands in the floodplain
downstream from the flood retention facility

•

Providing funding for the creation of new or the expansion of existing large-scale wetland
restoration or preservation projects
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